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sources such as solar energy, hydroenergy, wind, etc., are intermittent in
nature. Thus, energy storage component
must be an integral part of any renewable energy system.[2] Nowadays, batteries
and supercapacitors (SCs) are the most
commonly used energy storage platforms.[3–5] Although the mechanism of
charge storage is different, they all share
a common structural feature including,
electrodes, electrolytes, separators, and
current collectors.[5] Supercapacitors are
high-power energy devices, which can
store and deliver a large amount of energy
in short time. The ability to deliver higher
power density makes them suitable for
applications such as acceleration of electric
cars, emergency door openings in planes,
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and
granty cranes.[5–10] On the other hand, batteries possess lower power density but can
operate for longer time. Batteries are one
of the most common power sources used
in day-to-day life applications such as portable electronics, electric cars, and smart grids.[4] Perceptibly, electrodes are the heart
of supercapacitors and batteries for which various materials
including inorganic and organic materials have been studied
and optimized to enhance the charge storage capacity. It is wellknown that the electrode material has a significant impact on
their charge storage performance.
Recently, 2D materials gained immense interest for electrochemical energy storage applications due to their tunable interlayer spacing, which can transport and host charge carriers.[11–13]
Some 2D materials are electronic conductors and hence can
also provide fast electronic transport.[14] Additionally, they offer
high surface area for better electrode–electrolyte interface interactions. Graphene is one of the early and most studied 2D
material for energy storage applications.[15] Later, several inorganic 2D materials were discovered as graphene analogues with
enhanced charge storage performance. Some of the examples
for such inorganic 2D materials are transition metal oxides,[16]
metal hydroxides/oxyhydroxides,[17] phosphorene,[18] MXene,[19]
and transition metal dichalcogenides.[20] However, exploration
of other synthetic 2D organic analogues of graphene for charge
storage applications is still limited.
In graphene-based electrodes, the possibility of selfrestacking of the individual layers can provoke restrictive
issues such as low ionic mobility and poor electrolyte diffusion, eventually reducing the electrochemical charge storage

Covalent-organic frameworks (COFs) represent a new frontier of crystalline
porous organic materials with framework structures in 2D or 3D domains,
which make them promising for many applications. Herein, the fundamental
structural design aspects of 2D-COFs are reviewed, which position them as
suitable electrodes for electrochemical energy storage. The ordered π–π stacked
arrangement of the organic building blocks in juxtaposed layers provides a
pathway for efficient electronic charge transport; the 2D structure provides a
pathway for enhanced ionic diffusion, which enhances ionic transport. Importantly, the tunable pore size enables 2D-COFs to accommodate mobile ions with
different sizes and charges, positioning them as prospect materials for various
types of batteries. Distinctively, the ability to functionalize their pore system
with a periodic array of redox active species, enriching their potential redox
chemistry, provides a pathway to control the redox and capacitive contributions
to the charge storage mechanism. The strong covalently linked framework backbone of COFs is an additional merit for achieving long cycle life, and stability
against the “leaching out” problem of active molecules in strong electrolytes as
observed in other organic materials applied in energy storage devices.

1. Introduction
Quest for renewable energy sources is crucial to achieve a sustainable future economy.[1] The traditional renewable energy
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performance.[21,22] Incorporating pores or holes in 2D layers
has been found to be effective in improving the charge storage
performance of graphene in supercapacitors and metal-ion
batteries.[23,24] However the creation of such porosity in
graphene (holey graphene) is usually performed under harsh
conditions such as chemical etching methods.[25] Additionally,
the current techniques for creating holey graphene does not
offer precise tuning of porosity or functionalities within the
resulting pores.[23] It has been shown that a close matching
between the size of the electrolyte and pores of the electrode
material is ideal for achieving a high specific capacitance value
in carbon-based double-layer supercapacitors.[26,27] Moreover,
the incorporation of specific metal ion binding redox functionalities was found to be efficient in improving the capacity of
organic material-based metal-ion batteries.[28] In this regards,
developing new 2D organic analogues of graphene having precise porosity and tunable redox functionalities can be highly
beneficial for the efficient electrochemical energy storage.
2D covalent-organic frameworks (2D-COFs) are a new subclass
of crystalline porous extended organic materials that are considered as the organic synthetic analogue of graphene.[29] 2D-COFs
possess a covalently linked organic backbone in an ordered
fashion that extends along the 2D plane. The individual 2D-COF
layers are further bound together by π–π stacking interactions.
The bottom-up reticular synthetic strategy imparts predesignable
structural characteristics in 2D-COFs. Noticeably, the tunable pore
size and functionalizable covalent backbone are key attractive features of 2D-COFs in contrast to inorganic 2D materials.[30–33] In
this review, we report some of the fundamental structural design
principles and the synthetic approaches of 2D-COFs and their use
for electrochemical energy storage applications.

2. Design Principles of 2D-COFs
COFs can be constructed as 2D or 3D structures by judicious
selection choice of the deployed organic building blocks connectivity, shape, and symmetry.[33] However, in literature, the
majority of the charge storage studies were performed on
2D-COFs, owing to their π–π stacked 2D atomic layered structure and efficient ionic charge transport, which will be the focus
of this review.[34,35] The closely packed 2D layers in COFs can
provide long range π–π orbital overlapping between the organic
building blocks, which can provide efficient electronic charge
transport.[33,36] 2D-COFs are usually synthesized by the rever
sible organic reactions (Figure 1) between the organic building
blocks having precise symmetry (Figure 2). The two main factors that influence the crystallinity of 2D-COFs are reversibility
in bond formation, rigid geometry, and symmetry complementarity between the connected building units.[31]
The use of irreversible reaction or the symmetry mismatch
of the selected building blocks can lead to the formation of
amorphous porous polymeric product (Figure 3a). Reversibility
in bond formation is one of the essential criteria for inducing
crystallinity in 2D-COFs.[31] Reversibility in bond formation
reaction reduces the plausible formation of disorders or defects
in the anticipated extended 2D framework structure and promotes for the achievement of the thermodynamically most
stable crystalline product (Figure 3a). Correspondingly, several
reversible organic reactions such as boroxine, boronate ester,
Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 2100177
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Schiff base, triazine, Knoevenagel, oxazole/thiazole, imide,
dioxin, amide, squaraine, and viologen bond formation were
successfully employed for the synthesis of crystalline 2D-COFs
(Figure 1).[30–33] The matching symmetry of the organic building
blocks is the second important criteria for the 2D-COF crystallization. Through tuning the geometry, size, and symmetric
combinations of building blocks, it is possible to engineer the
pore size and shape of the pore system/channels in 2D-COFs
(Figure 2). Typically, rigid ditopic (C2), tritopic (C3), tetratopic
(C4), and hexatopic (C6) ligands are employed for 2D-COF construction. The most commonly used symmetric combinations
are C3+C2, C3+C3, C4+C2, C4+C4, C2+C2, C6+C2, and C6+C3
(Figure 2).[36] The combination of tritopic and ditopic (C2+C3) or
two tritopic ligands (C3+C3) leads to the formation of hexagonal
hcd topology (Figure 2a,e). The reaction between two tetratopic
ligands (C4+C4) or combination of tetratopic and ditopic (C4+C2)
will result in tetragonal sql topology (Figure 2b,f). The combination of ditopic (with C2 symmetry) and tetratopic (with C2
symmetry) ligands can lead to either dual pore kgm or singlepore sql topologies based on the reaction conditions and ligand
peripheral functionalities (Figure 2c,g). Hexatopic C6 symmetric ligands were rarely explored in 2D-COF constructions.
The hxl and kgd topologies were reported in 2D-COF with
hexatopic C6 symmetric ligands. The reaction between hexatopic and ditopic (C6+C2) ligand leads to the formation of hxl
topology, whereas hexatopic and tritopic (C6+C3) ligand fusion
results in kgd topology (Figure 2d,h).[36]

3. Synthetic Reactions and Strategies for COFs
COFs are generally synthesized by solvothermal condensation reaction in a closed system/containers. The closed system
helps promoting the reversibility in bond formation by controlling the water concentration. Open reaction systems/conditions
often lead to the generation of COFs with poor structural order.
Namely, the open heating condition can accelerate rapid loss of
water from the reaction system and subsequently alter the reversibility in the bond formation.[31] In 2005, Yaghi and co-workers
introduced a solvothermal condensation strategy for the synthesis of 2D-COF.[37] Generally, different organic solvent mixtures are employed as the reaction medium for COF synthesis.[31]
Solvents combinations, which promote the controlled diffusion of the organic building blocks into the solution, and aid in
2D-COF crystallite nucleation, are usually preferred for the COF
synthesis. Later Kuhn et al. developed a high-temperature ionothermal synthetic technique for the preparation of 2D covalent
triazine framework (CTF).[38] In ionothermal synthesis, molten
ionic salt is utilized as a reaction media instead of organic solvents. These molten ionic salts serve the function of a solvent
and a catalyst at the same time. For example, molten ZnCl2 is
employed as a catalyst and solvent for the synthesis of CTF-2
from 2,6-naphthalenedicarbonitrile at 400 °C.[38] Due to the hightemperature reaction conditions, only thermally stable organic
building blocks can be applied in ionothermal synthesis. Thus,
only a limited number of CTFs are reported by this method.
Since deployed conventional solvothermal reactions for the
construction of 2D-COFs require long time for completion
(2 to 3 days), there was a continuous quest for alternative
faster synthetic methodologies. Microwave, sonochemical,
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 1. Reversible organic reactions used for the construction of 2D-COFs.

and mechanochemical syntheses were developed for the faster
synthesis of 2D-COFs. Campbell et al. introduced a microwave
aided synthetic strategy for the preparation of boronate ester
2D-COFs.[39] By utilizing microwave as a source for heating,
they showed that the reaction can be accelerated almost
200 times compared to the reported solvothermal method. Later,
microwave technique was further explored for the synthesis of
imine and keto-enamine 2D-COFs.[40] Yang et al. showed that
sonochemical reaction method can also accelerate the formation
reaction of COF-5 to almost 400 times.[41] Sonication promotes
solubilization of sparingly soluble organic building blocks and
found success in the isolation of COF-1 and COF-5 crystallites.
Biswal et al. introduced a simple mechanochemical synthetic
strategy for the construction of keto-enamine 2D-COFs.[42]
The reaction involves the grinding of organic building blocks
in mortar and pestle with limited addition of solvent. They
Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 2100177
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managed to synthesize exfoliated 2D layered structure of COFs
by utilizing this method. Later, the same group introduced the
concept of solid acid catalyst assisted mechanochemical synthetic method for the synthesis of keto-enamine 2D-COFs.[43]
Through introducing p-toluenesulfonic acid as a solid acid catalyst during the grinding and baking process, they were able to
produce crystalline and porous 2D-COFs in few minutes.

4. Challenges in the Utilization of 2D-COFs
for Energy Storage
4.1. Chemical Stability Challenges
The chemical stability of electrode materials used in SCs is of
crucial importance. For example, Côté et al. reported the first
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 2. Topologies of various reported 2D-COFs.

2D-COF based on boroxine and boronate ester linkages in
2005.[37] Boroxine 2D-COFs were prepared by the condensation
reaction of 1,4-phenylenediboronic acid. Boronate ester-based
2D-COFs were synthesized by the reaction between 2,3,6,7,10,11hexahydroxytriphenylene and aromatic diboronic acid.
Both of these condensation reactions involved the formation

of water as a byproduct along with 2D-COF.[37] A proper concentration management of water is highly necessary to achieve
high crystallinity in 2D-COF. Due to the high reversibility of
bond formation reaction, boronate and boroxine COFs display
high crystallinity and surface area.[44] However, the possibility
of back reaction after the 2D-COF formation in the presence

Figure 3. a) Schematic representation of crystalline 2D-COF formation from reversible reaction. b) Hydrolytic instability of boronate ester-based
2D-COF. c) Schematic representation of synthesis of chemically stable keto-enamine 2D-COFs by the combination of reversible and irreversible reactions. b) Reproduced with permission.[45] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. c) Reproduced with permission.[51] Copyright 2011, American
Chemical Society.
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of water makes them chemically unstable (Figure 3b). The
majority of boroxine and boronate ester-based 2D-COF lose
their crystallinity and porosity upon treatment with water, acid,
and bases.[45] Due to the low chemical and hydrolytic stability of
boroxine and boronate ester-based 2D-COFs, they offer a limited scope for SC applications.
Later on in 2009, Yaghi and co-workers unveiled that pHdependent reversible imine bond formation reaction could be
exploited for COF construction.[46] As a result of the reduced
reversibility characteristic of imine bond under neutral condition, imine 2D-COFs display improved chemical stability in
water in contrast to boronate ester-based 2D-COFs. Nevertheless, at lower pH (acidic condition), reversible back reaction
could still occur to the imine linkage, which led the framework
to lose crystallinity.[47] Later, to enhance the chemical robustness of imine 2D-COFs, several synthetic strategies such as
docking,[48] minimizing the interlayer charge repulsion by
OMe functionalities[49] postsynthetic modification,[47] and
inter/intramolecular hydrogen bonding[50] were introduced in
imine-based 2D-COFs. In 2012, Banerjee and co-workers developed keto-enamine-based 2D-COF by using the combination of
reversible and irreversible reactions (Figure 3c). The reversibility
in the initial stage of the Schiff base framework formation reaction helps the COF system achieve crystallinity. The irreversible
tautomerization in the second step helps the 2D-COF to achieve
high chemical resistance. The keto-enamine 2D-COFs were
found to preserve their crystallinity and surface area in corrosive acidic and basic conditions.[51] This increased hydrolytic stability of imine and keto-enamine 2D-COFs prompted their wide
exploration in the electrochemical charge storage applications.
Later, similar irreversible tautomerization strategy was found
to be beneficial in improving the chemical stability of squaraine-linked COFs,[52] and 2D-COFs made by Michael addition
reaction.[53] Confining labile imine bonds in stable aromatic
system was found to offer another efficient way to enhance the
chemical stability of imine-based COFs. 2D-COFs with aromatized imine bonds such as oxazole,[54] imidazole,[55] thiazole,[56]
phenazine,[57] and triazine,[58] display high chemical stability in
acidic and basic condition. Postsynthetic modification of imine
bonds to amide[47] was also found to be beneficial in improving
the chemical stability. Recently, the 2D-COFs made by irreversible dioxine linkage reaction had displayed excellent chemical
resistance in acid and basic conditions, which paved the way for
their applications in the energy storage applications.
4.2. Conductivity Challenges
In addition to chemical stability, conductivity is one of the
major hurdles that need to be overcome in order to develop efficient 2D-COF electrode for energy storage devices. High conductivity of the electrode materials is one of the most desirable
factors for achieving efficient electron/ion transport reaction
between electrode–electrolyte interfaces. In the open literature,
majority of the reported 2D-COFs had shown low conductivity
values, which degrades their performance compared to other
2D inorganic charge storage materials. The conductivity of
2D-COFs is mainly related to the nature of the linkages and
types of building blocks employed for their construction. By
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tuning the π conjugation along the 2D layers and engineering
the π–π stacking interaction between building blocks it is possible to significantly improve the conductivity of the 2D-COFs.
Boroxine and boronate ester linkage used in the early stage
of 2D-COF construction does not offer extended conjugation
across 2D layers, thus limiting the high conductivity values.[59]
The conductivity enhancement in these types of 2D-COFs can
only be achieved by using building blocks, which promote
efficient π–π stacking interaction. However, due to the limited
chemical stability, these 2D-COFs were less explored in electrochemical charge storage applications.[59] 2D-COFs constructed
by imine bonds offer extended π-conjugation along with 2D
layers and thus can be used as a platform for the construction of
2D-COFs. Nevertheless, random conformation and non-planar
orientation of the imine bonds can disturb the ordered alignment of conjugated π orbitals and may hinder the charge transport along the 2D-COF layers.[59] One of the best ways to solve
this problem is to confine the imine linkages in conjugated and
delocalized aromatic units, like 2D-COFs based on aromatized
imine linkages such as phenazine,[57] thiazole,[56] etc., which
were found to display excellent charge storage and energy
storage properties. Recent reports also show that 2D-COFs constructed from conjugated sp2 CC linkages display good charge
transport properties and thus can be utilized as a platform for
the construction of energy storage materials.[60]
4.3. Processability Challenges
So far in the literature, only preliminary studies on the usage
of 2D-COFs for the energy storage applications had been demonstrated. In the real-life device applications of these 2D-COFs,
further advancement is still required. The initial struggles
such as chemical stability and conductivity can be successfully
overcome by using the right linkages and appropriate building
blocks. However, other challenges such as processability and
controlled fabrication of patterned 2D-COFs electrodes still
remain unsolved. 2D-COFs synthesized as microcrystalline
powders are infusible and insoluble in nature. Suitable processing techniques need to be developed for the fabrication of
2D-COFs as a practical electrode in the device.[61,62] Due to the
insoluble nature of the 2D-COFs, polymeric binders are often
employed for the electrode fabrication, which can hamper the
electron and mass-transport properties across the electrode–
electrolyte interface. Direct fabrication of 2D-COFs on the current collectors may create compatibility and peeling-off issues,
which can lead to poor electrochemical cyclic stability. Exfoliation of 2D-COFs is the key technique for the effective dispersion
of 2D-COFs and their efficient electrode fabrication. However
limited studies have been performed on the controlled exfoliation of 2D-COFs. In the open literature, exfoliation techniques
such as mechanical grinding, ball milling, and sonication of
2D-COFs failed to produce high quality 2D-COF monolayers in
a significant yield.[63] This is due to the possibility of restacking
of 2D-COF layers after exfoliation, which possibly lowers the
yield. Recently, chemical-based exfoliation was found to be
more effective in the exfoliation of imine 2D-COFs.[64] However
only limited examples are available in the literature and more
extensive studies are required to gain insights on how external
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chemical agents can influence the 2D-COF layer exfoliation.
Studies on the functionality effect on the π–π stacking of the
2D-COF layers are still premature and need to be explored
more in detail.
In situ growth of 2D-COFs on a predesigned electrode pattern also remains an unexplored area. The types of substrate
used has substantial influence on the growth of COF crystallites in the solvothermal method. Substrates like single-layer
graphene (SLG)/Cu were found to be effective for the growth
of boronate ester-based 2D-COF (COF-5).[65] Gold (Au) substrate was found to be more suitable for the growth of oriented
films of β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs (DAAQ–TFP COF).[66] Additionally, indium tin oxide, fluorine doped tin oxide, Si/SiO2,
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite, and 3D-graphene are some
of the substrates that can be utilized for in situ 2D-COF thin
film fabrication.[67] In situ solvothermal growth, interfacial
polymerization, vapor assisted conversion, and electrophoretic
deposition are some the techniques used for 2D-COF thinfilm fabrication.[67] The orientation of 2D-COF crystallites also
has a notable influence on the charge storage performance.
It was reported that the oriented β-keto-enamine 2D-COF
thin films had better capacitance properties in comparison
to the randomly oriented COF crystallites.[66] However, the
current in situ growth techniques of 2D-COF are limited to
small area, and growth of 2D-COFs as predesigned electrode
pattern for the charge storage applications also remains as
a challenge.

5. 2D-COFs for Supercapacitors
The higher power density of SCs is attractive in some applications such as regenerative braking system, uninterrupted power
supply, and power tools. Long cycling stability, resistance to
temperature fluctuation, nontoxic nature and fast charging rate
are some of the advantages of supercapacitors. SCs are made
up of two electrodes (positive and negative electrodes) that are
isolated by a separator and an electrolyte (Figure 4a,b). The
separator is a semipermeable membrane, which allows selective diffusion of ions during the charging/discharging cycle
and avoids close contact between the cathode and anode to prevent a short circuit.[5–10] The electrolyte in an SC can be either
aqueous or organic, depending on the electrodes used during
application. Notably, aqueous electrolytes possess high ionic
mobility, safety, and lower cost. However, they suffer from low
operational voltage window (<2 V) limited by the possibility
of electrolysis of water at large potentials. Organic electrolytes
on the other hand show a broad operational voltage window
(V), which is beneficial for achieving high energy density
(E = 0.5CV2), but bear the disadvantage of low ionic mobility
and low capacitance.[68,69] Supercapacitor electrodes are the
most important part of the SC, and can be broadly categorized
as pseudocapacitive or electrical double-layer, depending on the
nature of the charge storage mechanism involved (Figure 4). In
electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), the charge is stored via
reversible surface adsorption of ions on the electrode surface

Figure 4. Schematic representation of supercapacitors for 2D-COF as a) electrical double-layer capacitor or b) pseudocapacitor. Schematic representation of rechargeable metal-ion batteries for 2D-COF as c) negative electrode or d) positive electrode.
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(Figure 4a). Most of the carbon-derived materials such as
porous carbon, graphene, carbon nanofiber, and carbon nanotube (CNT) stores charge by EDLC mechanism. High conductivity, high surface area and optimum pore size (with respect to
the ionic radius of electrolyte) are some of the important parameters for achieving high capacitance value in EDLCs. While in
pseudocapacitors charge is stored by rapid and reversible Faradaic redox reactions (Figure 4b). Since the charge storage in
pseudocapacitors is governed by electrochemical reactions, they
can store a larger amount of charge per unit mass/area, in contrast to EDLCs, and offer high capacitance.[68,69] Majority of the
pseudocapacitor electrodes studied are made up of inorganic
materials, such as metal oxide, metal hydroxide, metal nitrides,
metal carbides, etc. Additionally, only a limited number of
conducting organic polymers like polyaniline (PANI), poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), were tested for SC application. Organic polymeric electrode materials possess the
advantage of structural tunability, processability, and lightweight, which are beneficial for constructing SC material for a
specific application such as flexible and wearable SC device and
transparent SC device.[70,71] Nevertheless, the number of examples of organic SC materials is limited and more conducting
organic materials need to be developed for SC applications.
2D-COFs are a new category of 2D-crystalline porous
extended organic materials that have shown promising
results as electrodes for SCs. 2D-COFs can combine the
merits of EDLCs and pseudocapacitor, which could be ideal
for the construction of hybrid supercapacitors. In comparison to the 1D polymer, 2D-COFs offer high surface area
and ordered pore channels, which can promote fast ion diffusion. This unique quality can impart EDLC characteristics
to 2D-COFs.[34,35] It has been observed that carbon-based
EDLC materials have specific capacitances that are largely
influenced by the intrinsic surface area and pore size of the
materials. Materials with optimum pore size, close to the
dimensions of the electrolyte ions, are highly recommended
for achieving the highest specific capacitance values.[27] Reticular chemistry allows precise tuning of the pore size and
internal surface functionality of a 2D-COF material, offering
the potential for designing ideal EDLCs electrode material
with the desired pore size matching a given electrolyte ionic
radius. In addition to the EDLC charge storage contribution
from the pore system, the interlayer regions of 2D-COFs can
be made beneficial for the intercalation capacitance. However proper control of the interlayer distance of 2D-COF layer
is needed in order to promote the intercalation capacitance
contribution. Additionally, the predesignable structural backbone of 2D-COF allow the easy incorporation of redox-active
organic functionalities, which could increase pseudocapacitive charge storage. Reasonably, 2D-COF backbone is ideal for
merging two charge storage mechanisms in the same electrode materials.
Moreover, the conjugated π–π stacked structure of 2D-COF
layers can support fast charge transport, which can improve
the rate performance of SCs. Despite the above merits and
initial success, the capacitance performance of reported
2D-COFs are still not satisfactory. Many challenges such as
chemical stability, conductivity, and rate capability need to be
improved.
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5.1. Reported 2D-COF Electrodes for Supercapacitor
Applications
5.1.1. β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs
The β-keto-enamine-linked COF was the first candidate
studied as supercapacitor electrode owing to its extraordinary chemical stability.[51] Dichtel and co-workers have synthesized redox active anthraquinone moieties incorporated
β-keto-enamine 2D-COF for pseudocapacitive energy storage
(Figure 5a).[72] These 2D-COFs were synthesized by the Schiff
base reaction between 2,6-diaminoanthraquinone (DAAQ) and
2,4,6-triformylphloroglucinol (TFP) (DAAQ–TFP 2D-COF). In
three-electrode configuration, DAAQ–TFP 2D-COF displayed a
specific capacitance of 48 F g–1 (at 1 A g–1 current density) in 1 m
H2SO4 electrolyte. Due to its exceptional chemical stability,
DAAQ–TFP 2D-COFs displayed excellent capacitance retention over 5000 charge–discharge cycles.[72] However, the specific capacitance of DAAQ–TFP 2D-COF was lower than the
theoretically predicted value. Dichtel and co-workers pointed
out that the low accessibility of the anthraquinone moieties
(2.5%) in the COF structure due to the random orientation of
crystallites is the main reason for the low specific capacitance
value (Figure 5a). In order to improve the specific capacitance
of DAAQ–TFP 2D-COFs, in another report, DeBlase et al. synthesized oriented thin films of this COF on a gold electrode
(Figure 5a). Through controlling the concentration of the reactant, they were able to control the thickness of the 2D-COF thin
films on the gold surface.[66] Interestingly, they observed that at
a 2D-COF film thickness smaller than 200 nm, almost 80–99%
of the anthraquinone moieties in the structure were accessible for the redox electrochemical reaction (Figure 5b). This
increase in accessibility is almost 400% as compared to the randomly oriented COF powders. Galvanostatic charge discharge
(GCD) measurement showed that oriented COF thin film has
improved areal capacitance of 3 mF cm–2 in comparison to
randomly oriented 2D-COF powders (0.4 mF cm–2).[66] These
studies suggested that morphology and thickness of 2D-COF
films on electrode surface play an important role in improving
redox active groups accessibility and specific capacitance values
of 2D-COFs.
Chandra et al. showed that similar to anthraquinone,
incorporation of redox active hydroquinone (H2Q) moieties could impart pseudocapacitive energy storage in β-ketoenamine COFs (Figure 5c).[73] The redox active TpPa-(OH)2
2D-COFs were synthesized by the Schiff base reaction
between 2,4,6-trihydroxybenzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde (Tp) and
2,5-diaminohydroquinone dihydrochloride [Pa-(OH)2·2HCl].
In 1 m H2SO4, in three electrode configuration TpPa-(OH)2 displayed a specific capacitance of 416 F g−1 at (0.5 A g−1 current
density). In three-electrode configuration, the TpPa-(OH)2 COF
showed almost 43% access to the hydroquinone redox functionalities and a retention of 66% of capacitance after 10 000 cycles.
Symmetric two electrode measurement of TpPa-(OH)2 2D-COF
showed a specific capacitance of 214 F g−1 (at 0.2 A g−1 current
density) with 0.7 V voltage window (Figure 5c).[73]
In another report, Khattak et al. showed that inclusion of redox
pyridine functionalities in keto-enamine 2D-COFs induced a
reversible electrochemical charge storage (Figure 5d).[74] Pyridine
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Figure 5. a) Schematic representation of DAAQ–TFP COF powder synthesis and their growth on gold electrode. b) Comparison of capacitance of
DAAQ–TFP COF thin films of different thickness. c) Capacitance performance of TpPa-(OH)2 COF. d) Capacitance performance of TpPa-Py COF.
a,b) Reproduced with permission.[66] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. c) Reproduced with permission.[73] Copyright 2017, American Chemical
Society. d) Reproduced with permission.[74] Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry.

functionalized TaPa-Py COFs were constructed from the triformylphloroglucinol (TFP) and diaminopyridine (DAP) building
blocks under solvothermal condition. Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
measurement of TaPa-Py 2D-COF exhibited a potential range
from −0.3 to 0.4 V in three-electrode configuration in 1 m H2SO4
electrolyte (Figure 5b). Specific capacitance of TaPa-Py 2D-COFs
was calculated as 209 F g–1 (at a current density of 0.5 A g–1),
which is higher than that of unfunctionalized 2D-COF DAB-TFP
COF (98 F g–1) and DAP-monomer (47 F g–1).[74] These studies
once again affirm that the incorporation of redox-active organic
moieties in 2D-COFs can improve the Faradaic charge storage.
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5.1.2. Imine 2D-COFs
In 2015, Zha et al. have first utilized imine 2D-COFs backbone for the incorporation of redox active anthraquinones
for the capacitive energy storage application.[75] Redox active
imine DAAQ–BTA 2D-COF was constructed by the Schiff
base reaction of 6-diamino-anthraquinone (DAAQ) and benzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde (BTA) (Figure 6a). The graphene
composite of DAAQ–BTA COF has initially displayed a large
areal specific capacitance of 31.7 mF cm–2 (at 0.5 mA cm–2
current density) in 1 m KOH electrolyte (Figure 6b). However,
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 6. a) Schematic representation of the synthesis of COFDAAQ–BTA. b) CV curve of COFDAAQ-BTA at different scan rates. c) Decrease in capacitance
value of COFDAAQ-BTA with an increase in number of cycles. Reproduced with permission.[75] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

the long-term cyclic stability DAAQ–BTA COF graphene composite was poor (Figure 6c). The COF graphene composite
loses almost 70% of the capacitance after 500 cycle. Zha et al.
correlated this capacitance drop to the loss/delamination of
COF material from the electrode during the charge discharge
cycles.[75]
In the same year, in an another report from Xu et al., a
postsynthetic click reaction strategy in imine 2D-COF was
applied for the immobilization of redox 4-azido-2,2,6,6tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) radicals.[76] They were
able to control the amount of TEMPO radicals incorporated
in COF backbone by controlling the reactant concentration and other parameters. The GCD curves showed that
[TEMPO]50%-NiP-COF and [TEMPO]100%-NiP-COF are the
best loading ratio (of TEMPO radicals) to achieve highest
capacitance values. At 0.1 A g–1 current density, [TEMPO]50%NiP-COF and [TEMPO]100%-NiP-COF exhibited a specific
capacitance of 167 and 124 F g–1.[76] Liao et al. have developed a mechanochemical-crystallization method for making
the highly porous imine 2D-COF and its composites with
Fe3O4, Co3O4, and NiO. The Fe3O4/COF-5d (5-day) composite
displayed a specific capacitance of 112 F g–1 at 0.5 A g–1 current density. Additionally, the Fe3O4/COF-5d composite
shows a 76% capacitance retention after 2000 GCD cycles.[77]
El-Mahdy et al. synthesized a series of redox-active hexagonal
triphenylamine (TPA)-based hexagonal imine 2D-COFs for
the electrochemical energy storage.[78] They observed that the
specific capacitance of the imine 2D-COFs increases with the
triphenylamine content. TPA–TPA-COF (TPA-COF-1) with
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six triphenylamine groups displayed the highest specific
capacitance up to 51.3 F g–1 at 0.2 A g–1 current density. However, the capacitance values of imine 2D-COF does not have
direct correlation with the surface area. Imine 2D-COFs with
highest surface area, i.e., TPT-COF-5 and TPT-COF-6 were
found to exhibit lowest capacitance. From these results, it
was concluded that redox active moieties content is more
important in imine 2D-COF for achieving highest specific
capacitance rather than surface area.[78] In the consecutive
year, in another paper El-Mahdy et al. explored the utility
of redox active triphenylamine core in tetragonal imine
2D-COF for the electrochemical energy storage application.[79]
Tetragonal imine 2D-COF TPPDA-TPPyr and TPPDA-TPTPE
COFs were synthesized by the 4+4 Schiff-base reaction of
redox triphenylamine moieties containing N1,N1,N4,N4tetrakis(4-aminophenyl)-p-phenylenediamine (TPPDA(NH2)4)
ligand with the 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(4-formylphenyl)pyrene
(TPPyr(CHO)4) and 1,1,2,2-tetrakis[4-formyl-(1,1´-biphenyl)]
ethane (TPTPE(CHO)4) linkers. CV studies in 1 m KOH
shows that TPPDA-TPPyr and TPPDA-TPTPE COFs display
a operational potential window ranging from +0.18 to 0.92 V
(vs Hg-HgO). GCD studies reveal that TPPDA-TPTPE COF
display a higher specific capacitance value (237.1 F g–1) than
the PPDA-TPPyr COF (188.7 F g–1) at 2 A g–1 current density.
The superior performance of TPPDA-TPTPE COFs was attributed to its higher surface area (1067 m2 g–1), pore volume,
and presence of large number of heteroatoms. Additionally,
TPPDA-TPTPE COFs displayed excellent cyclic stability, with
86.2% of capacitances after 5000 cycles.[79]
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5.1.3. 2D-COFs with Aromatized Imine Bonds
Chemical stability of the imine bond is greatly enhanced when
it is confined in aromatic delocalized system. 2D-COFs with
aromatized imine bonds such as CTFs, Hex-Aza-COFs, benzoxazole, benzimidazole, and benzothiazole shows high chemical
stability.[54,56,80] Chemical stability combined with the presence
of highly delocalized π electron clouds make these 2D-COFs an
excellent choice for electrochemical charge storage.
Benzoxazole 2D-COFs: El-Mahdy et al. has synthesized
benzobisoxazole-based 2D-COF TPT-DAHQ COF by the
template-free [3+2] condensation reaction between building
blocks of 2,4,6-tris(4-formylphenyl)triazine (TPT-3CHO) and
2,5-diaminohydroquinone dihydrochloride (DAHQ-2HCl).[81] In
three-electrode configuration, TPT-DAHQ COF display a broad
potential window ranging from 0 to −1 V in 1 m KOH electrolyte. GCD measurement shows that TPT-DAHQ COF display
a specific capacitance of 256 F g–1 (at 0.5 A g–1) current density, and a cyclic stability of 98.8% capacitance retention after
1850 cycles.[81]
Benzothiazole 2D-COFs: Li et al. synthesized chemically stable
benzobisthiazole 2D-COFs (PG-BBT) for supercapacitor applications. The synthesis of PG-BBT COF was performed by the
reaction between 1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol and 2,5-diamino1,4-benzenedithiol dihydrochloride under solvothermal reaction
conditions.[56] CV analysis of PG-BBT COF in 1 m potassium
hydroxide (KOH) at three-electrode configuration shows redox
peaks appearing in potential window 0 to 0.6 V (vs Hg–HgO).
The authors attributed the majority of the capacitance contribution of PG-BBT COF to very fast diffusion-controlled processes.
The GCD analysis shows PG-BBT COF possess a specific
capacitance of 724 F g–1 at 1 A g–1 current density. Additionally
asymmetric supercapacitor (ASC) devices were constructed by
coupling PG-BBT COF with activated carbon (AC) as the negative
electrode. The ASC device could reach a voltage window of 1.5 V
and capacitance value of 220 F g–1 at 1 A g–1 current density.[56]
Hex-Aza 2D-COFs: Hex-Aza-COFs were prepared by the
Schiff base cyclization reaction using aromatic tetramines and
cyclohexanehexone. Due to the highly delocalized π conjugated
electronic structure, Hex-Aza-COFs display good electrical conductivity. Additionally, the delocalized imine bonds in stable
aromatic system offers high hydrolytic stability to Hex-AzaCOFs.[49,82–87] These two factors are significant merits for using
Hex-Aza-COFs in electrochemical charge storage application.
However, the crystallinity of the Hex-Aza-COFs is moderate
in comparison to the imine 2D-COFs due to the irreversibility
characteristics in bond formation reaction. Li et al. recently discovered that aqueous basic reaction condition can improve the
reversibility in bond formation reaction, which was cooperative
in enhancing the crystallinity of Hex-Aza-COFs.[86] Kou et al.
first studied the supercapacitance performance of aza-fused
conjugated microporous frameworks (Aza-CMPs) in 1 m H2SO4
electrolyte. Due to the high temperature reaction conditions,
the synthesized Aza-CMPs display a poor crystallinity. Later on,
they synthesized Aza-CMPs at different reaction temperature
such as 300, 350, 400, 450, and 500 °C and studied the charge
storage performance. They observed that AzaCMP@350 was
the best performing material, which showed a specific capacitance of 378 F g–1 (at 10 A g–1 current density).[87]
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Later, our group studied in detail the electrochemical
charge storage characteristics of Hex-Aza-COFs.[57] We have
synthesized redox active benzoquinone (Hex-Aza-COF-2) and
phenazine (Hex-Aza-COF-3) moieties incorporated Hex-AzaCOFs and compared their charge storage behavior with the
unfunctionalized analogue Hex-Aza-COF-1 (Figure 7a). In
three electrode configuration, the redox-moieties incorporated
Hex-Aza-COFs shows a high specific capacitance in 1 m H2SO4
electrolyte (585 F g−1 for Hex-Aza-COF-2 and 663 F g–1 for
Hex-Aza-COF-3) (Figure 7c). Most importantly Hex-Aza-COFs
displayed a working potential window in the negative region
(−1 to 0 V vs Hg–Hg2SO4), which enable us to be used as a
negative electrode in ASC device (Figure 7b,d). We have also
shown that Hex-Aza-COF can be successfully coupled with
positive electrode materials such as ruthenium oxide (RuO2) in
ASC device (Figure 7e). The matching potential window of HexAza-COF and RuO2 enables the ASC device to reach a broad
potential window of 1.7 V (Figure 7e). The ASC device also
display a good cyclic stability retaining 89% capacitance after
7500 charge–discharge cycles. This experimental result shows
that Hex-Aza-COFs are an excellent choice as negative electrode
in ASC device.[57]
5.2. Conductivity Enhancement
The majority of the 2D-COFs show semiconducting behavior
and in order to improve the conductivity and capacitance of
the 2D-COFs, conductive additives are usually used. Mulzer
et al. improved the conductivity of DAAQ–TFP COF film
by electropolymerizing 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT)
molecules inside 2D-COF pores (Figure 8a). Electropolymerization was performed by CV of DAAQ–TFP COF thin film as
working electrode. 0.1 m EDOT and 0.1 m (n-Bu)4NClO4 solution in CH3CN was used as supporting electrolyte. The PEDOT
incorporated DAAQ–TFP COF film has shown almost tenfold
improvement in the current response in comparison to the
pristine COF film. The 2D-COF-PEDOT composite also displayed good rate capabilities and excellent cyclic stability for at
least 10 000 cycles.[88] In another report, Wu et al. showed that
solid-state polymerization inside the COF channels can also
be used for the incorporation of PEDOT polymers in AQ COF
(Figure 8b). PEDOT@AQ-COF composite was prepared by two
steps, where in the first step the monomer of 2,5-dibromo3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (DBrEDOT) was introduced in
to the COF pores by solvent evaporation. In the second step,
thermal solid-state polymerization of DBrEDOT inside the COF
pore channels was performed to yield PEDOT@AQ-COF composite. The resulting PEDOT@AQ-COF composite display a
high conductivity of 1.1 S cm−1, which is around 10 order magnitude higher than the pristine AQ-COF. PEDOT@AQ-COF
displayed a potential window of −0.2 to 0.6 V (vs Ag–AgCl) in
three-electrode configuration. GCD analysis showed at 1 A g–1
current density, PEDOT@AQ-COF possess a high specific
capacitance of 1663 F g−1, which is estimated to be around six
times higher than that of AQ-COF/PEDOT physical mixture
(274 F g−1). They also found that the conductive PEDOT chains
in 2D-COF channels help in the electron/charge transport to
the redox active anthraquinonoid moieties, which improved
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 7. a) Schematic representation of the synthesis of Hex-Aza-COF-2 and Hex-Aza-COF-3. b,d) CV of Hex-Aza-COF-2 and Hex-Aza-COF-3 at different scan rates in 1 m H2SO4. c) Comparison of the specific capacitance values of Hex-Aza-COF-2 and Hex-Aza-COF-3 at different current densities.
e) Comparison of CV of Hex-Aza-COF-3, RuO2, and RuO2//Hex-Aza-COF-3 ASC at 50 mV s−1 scan rate. Reproduced with permission.[57] Copyright
2020, Wiley-VCH.

the specific capacitance values. The PEDOT@AQ-COF also
display good rate capability with 60% of capacitance retention
(998 F g−1) was observed even at a very high current density of
500 A g−1. Additionally, the PEDOT@AQ-COF composite also
displayed excellent cyclic stability over 10 000 GCD cycles at a
higher current density of 50 A g–1. They pointed out that the
conductive PEDOT polymer chains in COF channels can act
like “electron highways” for the efficient charge transport to the
redox active sites.[89]
Sun et al. has shown amino functionalized multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (NH2-f-MWCNTs) were successfully used as
a conductive additive in imine 2D-COF TTA–DHTA (Figure 8c).
Amino functionalities in carbon nanotubes were used for the
covalent linking of 2D-COF crystallites on its surface. The composite was prepared by the conventional solvothermal condensation method by using 4,4′,4″-(1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triyl)trianiline
(TTA) and 2,5-dihydroxyterepthaldehyde (DHTA) as reactants.
The CV curves of NH2-f-MWCNT@COF (TTA–DHTA) in 1 m
Na2SO4 electrolyte show a potential window of 0 to −0.8 V (vs
Ag–AgCl). The GCD analysis shows NH2-f-MWCNT@COF
(TTA–DHTA) composite exhibited a higher specific capacitance
of 127.5 F g–1 at 0.4 A g–1, which is higher than that of pristine
TTA–DHTA COF and NH2-f-MWCNT.[90]
In another report, Han et al. have grown β-keto-enamine TpPa
2D-COFs on top of the nickel nanowires (NiNWs) for improving
the electrochemical charge storage performance (Figure 8d).
Regular solvothermal method was employed for the growth
of TpPa 2D-COFs on top of the NiNWs (NiNWs@TpPaCOFs).
Electrochemical analysis of the NiNWs@TpPaCOFs in 1 m LiCl
electrolyte in three-electrode configuration showed a potential
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window ranging from -0.2 to 0.6 V (vs SHE). GCD analysis
shows NiNWs@TpPaCOFs exhibit a specific capacitance of
426 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 current density. Additionally NiNWs@
TpPaCOFs also display a good rate capability and retaining 74%
of its capacitance value (314 F g−1) at higher current density of
50 A g–1.[91]
Even though conductive additives helps to improve the electrical conductivity of 2D-COF, it reduces the surface area of the
materials by blocking the pores. Thus the benefit of having high
surface in 2D-COF was not reflected in the charge storage performance of 2D-COF composites. Thus in order explore the full
benefit of reticular porous 2D-COF materials, the conductivity
of the pristine materials needs to be significantly enhanced.
Accordingly, quest for new building blocks and linkages promoting, efficient charge transport is of prime importance for
enhancing the pristine 2D-COF conductivity.
5.3. Rate Performance Challenges
Normally SC are designed for the fast charge discharge-storage
applications, therefore capacitance retention of 2D-COF-based
SC at the higher scan rate is an important aspect that needs to
be discussed. In most of the 2D-COF reports, SC performance
is similar to supercapacitor-battery hybrid. 2D-COFs generally
show high specific capacitance at lower scan rate but drops significantly as the scan rate increases. This problem can be correlated to the fact that in 2D-COF majority of the charge storage
contribution is arising from diffusion controlled pseudocapacitive redox reactions. While the capacitive EDLC charge storage
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Figure 8. a) Schematic representation of electropolymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) inside DAAQ–TFP COF. b) Schematic representation of thermal-polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) inside AQ-COF pores. c) Schematic illustration of growth of COFTTA–DHTA
on top of NH2-f-MWCNT surface. a) Reproduced with permission.[88] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. b) Reproduced with permission.[89]
Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. c) Reproduced with permission.[90] Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. d) Schematic representation
of growth of TpPa COF on top of nickel nanowires.

contribution in 2D-COFs are minimal. The large difference in
the sizes of the 2D-COF pores and size of electrolyte ions could
be one of the possible reason for the low EDLC contribution.
Recently, Yusran et al. introduced a new approach of exfoliation
for 2D-COFs to enhance the EDLC contribution in the charge
storage process (Figure 9).[92] The exfoliated 2D-COFs (e-COFs)
have shown ideal double layer charge storage behavior even at a
high charge–discharge rate of 30 000 mV s−1 (Figure 9d). They
have synthesized a porphyrin containing mesoporous iminebased 2D-COFs (JUC-510, JUC-511, and JUC-512) by the Schiff
base reaction between 5,10,15,20-tetrakis[(4-aminophenyl)
porphyrin and 4,4′-(1,2-ethynediyl)bis-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde.
The synthesized 2D-COFs were later exfoliated to few layer
COF (e-COF) by ultrasonication method. Due the double layer
nature of charge storage e-COF display relatively low transference (τ0) value (121 ms) and maintains almost 100% of its
capacitance even after 10 000 cycles. Moreover e-COF exhibit a
high areal capacitance and (5.46 mF cm−2 at 1000 mV s−1) and
gravimetric power density (55 kW kg−1). By this report, Yusran
et al. showed that exfoliation of 2D-COFs is an excellent strategy
to enhance double layer charge storage contribution as well as
the rate capability in imine-based 2D-COFs.[92]
Exfoliation of 2D-COF layer can significantly improve the
EDLC and intercalation pseudocapacitance. However, current
exfoliation techniques of 2D-COFs bears drawbacks such as low
yield and possibility of restacking upon aging or drop casting.
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Designing redox active, 2D-COFs that have low interlayer π–π
stacking interaction can facilitate the exfoliation of 2D-COFs in
high yield under moderate conditions.
5.4. Electrochemical Microsupercapacitors (MSCs)
Using 2D-COFs
Flexible SC and MSCs gaining more interest due to their
scope of their application in wearable and portable electronic
devices. Xu et al. first fabricated olefin-linked 2D-COF MSC.[93]
They selected sp2-carbon-linked (CC) COF over iminebased 2D-COFs because of their advantages such as extended
π-conjugation, good electron transport properties, and robust
chemical stability. Olefin-linked 2D-COF (g-C34N6-COF)
was synthesized by the Knoevenagel reaction between
3,5-dicyano-2,4,6-trimethylpyridine (DCTMP) and 1,3,5-tris(4-formylphenyl)triazine (TFPT) via solvothermal method
(Figure 10a). The g-C34N6-COF showed microfibrous morphology (of diameter of about 100 nm), which they used to
prepare free-standing thin films by combining single-walled
carbon nanotube (SWCNT). They fabricated the interdigital
film electrode of g-C34N6-COF via mask-assisted vacuum filtration method. The fabricated interdigitated electrodes were then
assembled into MSC by using polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
film as substrate and lithium chloride/polyvinyl alcohol gel
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Figure 9. a) Schematic representation of synthesis of JUC COFs. b) Schematic diagram showing the difference in charge storage behavior between
COFs and exfoliated e-COFs. c) PXRD comparison between exfoliated COF e-JUC-511 and pristine COF JUC-511. d) CV curves of e-JUC-511 capacitor
cell at high scan rate. Reproduced with permission.[92] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.

as electrolyte (Figure 10b). The CV analysis shows COF-based
MSC can deliver an areal capacitances of up to 15.2 mF cm–2

(at 2 mV s–1 scan rate) and energy densities of up to 7.3 mWh cm–3
(Figure 10c).[93]

Figure 10. a) Schematic representation of the synthesis of g-C34N6-COF. b) Schematic representation of COF-MSC fabrication. c) CV curves of COF-MSC
at different scan rates. d) Areal and volumetric capacitances of COF-MSC at different scan rates. e) CV curves of COF-MSC under different bending
conditions. Reproduced with permission.[93] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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2D-COFs are a good choice for the flexible SC due to
their organic nature and lightweight arising from low density. Khayum et al. has fabricated redox active ketoenamine
2D-COF-based freestanding thin sheet as flexible SC by using
solid-state molecular baking strategy.[62] They have synthesized
a series of β-keto-enamine-linked COF by varying the ratios of
redox anthraquinone (Dq) moieties and π-electron-abundant
anthracene (Da) linkers. The Da content in 2D-COF assists
in improving the mechanical property as redox active Dq core
imparts pseudocapacitive charge storage characteristics. By
maintaining the proper ratios of Da and Dq, authors managed
to prepare flexible and mechanically strong freestanding COF
electrodes. In three electrode mode, Dq1Da1Tp (Dq/Da = 1: 1)
thin COF sheet displayed a broad potential window of 1 V (−0.7
to 0.3 V vs Hg–Hg2SO4). The specific capacitance of Dq1Da1Tp
was calculated as 111 F g−1 at 1.56 mA cm−2 current density.
Additionally authors have fabricated a symmetric solid-state
COF SC devices with good flexibility, using GRAFOIL peeled
adhesive carbon tape as a current collector. GCD analysis of the
CT–Dq1Da1Tp COF symmetric supercapacitor devices showed
an areal capacitance of 8.5 mF cm−2 at 0.39 mA cm−2. The
energy and power density of CT–Dq1Da1Tp COF device was calculated to be 0.30 μWh cm−2 and 960 μW cm−2, respectively.
The CT–Dq1Da1Tp COF device also showed a 90% capacitance
retention after 2500 cycles.[62]
In another report, Halder et al. used imine-based 2D-COFs
with interlayer hydrogen bonding for the fabrication of a solidstate SC device.[94] Due to the presence of interlayer hydrogen
bonding, COF TpOMe-DAQ display ultrahigh stability in corrosive chemical environment such as 18 m H2SO4, 12 m HCl, and
9 m NaOH. COF TpOMe-DAQ was synthesized by the Schiff base
reaction. TpOMe-DAQ COF was subsequently fabricated in to as
uniform and defect free thin sheets (of thickness of ≈200 µm) by
using p-toluenesulfonic acid (PTSA) mediated mechanochemical
grinding technique. The fabricated COF thin sheets was then
tested for the electrochemical charge storage performance in 3 m
H2SO4 electrolyte. In three electrode configuration, the TpOMeDAQ COF thin sheets displayed a potential window of 1 V
(−0.5 to +0.5 V vs Hg–Hg2SO4). The GCD analysis showed the
COF sheet has a high areal capacitance 1600 mF cm−2 (gravimetric
169 F g−1) at 3.3 mA cm−2 current density. Later, a symmetric
solid-state SC device of TpOMe-DAQ COF was fabricated by using
PVA–H2SO4 gel as electrolyte, and Celgard as separator. The COF
thin sheets symmetric device displayed an aerial capacitance of
84 mF cm−2 (8.8 F g−1) with energy and power density of
≈2.9 μWh cm−2 and ≈61.8 μW cm−2, respectively.

6. 2D-COFs for Rechargeable Metal-Ion Batteries
A battery is an electrochemical energy storage device in which a
reversible electrochemical reaction is used to release the energy
for the desired activity during discharging and vice-versa stored
again by the charging of the battery.[95–99] Unlike SCs, batteries
have high energy density so they can be used to power portable
electronics devices, electric cars, robots, medical devices, etc.
The components of the battery consists of two electrodes, i.e.,
cathode and anode, separated by a porous separator, which are
dipped in an appropriate electrolyte through which metal-ions
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are transported during the reversible electrochemical reaction,
i.e., charge and discharge process (Figure 4c,d). Figure 4c,d
shows schematic representation of rechargeable metal-ion batteries for 2D-COF as negative electrode and positive electrode.
Depending on the metal-ions used for the charge storage, various types of rechargeable metal-ion batteries (RMIBs) can be
devised. Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are the most studied, well developed, and commercially available.[100,101] Other types of RMIBs
includes, Li–S batteries (LSBs), Na+-ion batteries (SIBs), K+-ion
batteries (PIBs), and multivalent metal-ion batteries such as
Zn2+-ion batteries (ZIBs), Mg2+-ion batteries (MIBs), and Al3+ion batteries (AIBs).[102–116]
The practical potential of these battery technologies depends
on many critical parameters such as practical reversible
capacity, cycle life, safety, weight, and cost. One of the most
important parameters required to achieve the highest capacity
for any type of battery is the electrode materials. Various inorganic and organic materials have been tested as electrodes
for optimizing the charge storage performance of RMIBs. 2D
materials got special attention as an electrode material for
RMIBs, as they can facilitate intercalation and diffusion of
mobile ions. Graphite is one of the well-studied and commercialized examples of 2D material applied as battery electrode.
However, closely stacked layers of graphite hinder the fast
migration of charge carriers in the interlayer region during
charging–discharging cycles, which prevent it in achieving the
high rate capability of RMIBs. Creation of additional porosity
in 2D layers can improve the rate performance as we see in the
examples of holey graphene. Nevertheless, as mentioned in the
introduction, current techniques do not allow creation of precisely ordered porosity or incorporation of precise redox functionalities in holey graphene. In this regards, 2D-COFs can be
considered as an ideal platform for the incorporation of redox
active metal ion binding functionalities with tunable pore channels aiding for the fast diffusion of the charge carriers.
Recently wide varieties of redox active organic molecules have
been tested as electrode materials in RMIBs owing to their fast
kinetics combined with high gravimetric capacity arising from
the low molecular weight. Low price, abundance, and environmental friendliness are some of the additional merits of using
organic electrode materials for RMIBs. Nevertheless, the merits
of organic electrodes are hampered by some critical factors viz. in
most of the cases, its nonporous and agglomerated nature cannot
grant access for the metal-ions and electrolyte ions to the redoxactive sites restricting to reach nearby its theoretical capacity and
leading to poor cycling stability. Morphological engineering of
these organic electrode materials should be achieved to get the
best-intended electrochemical performance out of it. Practically
to solve these agglomeration issues, soft and hard templates have
been used but at the end, interference of these templates with
organic electrode materials limits its use.
Thanks to the robust, long-range ordered, layered network
structure, tunable redox-active building blocks, and control
over porosity 2D-COFs have been successfully demonstrated as
electrode materials in various types of rechargeable metal-ion
(Li+, Na+, K+, Zn2+, Mg2+, Al3+) batteries.[108,111,114–117] The insoluble
2D-COF backbone in various electrolytes, predictable structural
and chemical morphology, predesignable functional storage
sites, and precise porosity in the extended layered network makes
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 11. The role of functional 2D-COFs and their respective use reported for the rechargeable metal-ion batteries as various components.

them suitable for various components in RMIBs such as anode,
cathode, separator, anode interlayer, etc. depending on the application interest as shown in Figure 11. The chart describes the
various 12 components in RMIBs that have been made by using
either one of the eight types of functional 2D-COFs as indicated by
their corresponding arrow/s in their polygon. Such as Li-ion battery cathode (LIB cathode), Li–S batteries cathode (LSBs cathode),
Mg-ion batteries cathode (MIBs cathode), Zn-ion battery cathode
(ZIB cathode), Al-ion batteries cathode (AIBs cathode), Li-ion CO2
batteries cathode (LCBs cathode), Li–S battery separator (LSB
separator), Li-ion batteries anode (LIBs anode), K-ion batteries

anode (PIBs anode), Na-ion batteries anode (SIBs anode), Zn-ion
batteries anode (ZIBs anode), and Li-ion batteries interphase layer
(LIBs interphase layer). Therefore, the 2D-COFs are grouped as
per their corresponding functional linkages.
Looking at the related literature it is understood that initial
attempts were focused on the use of functional linkages in the
2D-COFs as redox-active centers for the reversible storage of
Li+-ions. Along with the use of these linkages in 2D-COFs, further progress has been made to install redox-active functional
groups in between these linkages for the reversible storage of
Li+-ions. Keeping in mind the progress in this field, we have

Figure 12. Examples of the 2D-COFs according to type of linkages formed for the use in rechargeable metal-ion batteries. a) Boroxine-based 2D-COFs
and b) boronate ester-based 2D-COFs.
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Figure 13. Examples of the β-keto-enamine-based 2D-COFs used in various rechargeable metal-ion batteries.

extended our discussion in each of the subsections, according
to the type of linkages used to synthesize these 2D-COFs.
Accordingly (e.g., boroxine (Figure 12a) and boronate ester
(Figure 12b), β-keto-enamine (Figure 13), imine (Figure 14),
CTFs (Figure 15a), sp2 (CC) bonded (Figure 15b), imide
(Figure 15c), hex-aza (Figure 15d), etc.) were used for the synthesis of 2D-COFs and their typical battery applications are
discussed.[96,99,102,115,117–120]
Due to their good stability and presence of the functional
redox-active sites, β-keto-enamine and imine 2D-COFs are
most explored for the application in RMIBs as various components of the anode, cathode, separator, and/or interlayer. CTFs
makes another most applied 2D-COF electrode materials as
an anode in LIBs and SIB, as well as largely studied in LSBs
cathode. On the other hand, due to their poor electrochemical
stability, boroxine, boronate-ester, and imide COFs are less considered limiting to few examples in RMIBs. Recently, sp2 (CC)
bonded and hex-aza 2D-COFs are attracting much attention
because of their good conductivity and electrochemical stability
in RMIBs. The categorization of the functional 2D-COFs and
their related discussion may help COF, battery, and other scientific communities.
Although 2D-COFs are attractive candidates for RMIBs,
there are some critical issues while considering their use in
the energy storage device applications such as conductivity,
limited access of metal-ions or electrolyte ions to the redoxactive functional groups, and unexposed layers and pores of
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the 2D-COFs in powder form. These issues lead to poor electrochemical performance, rate capability, and long-term cycling
stability in RMIBs. Recently, various strategies are developed to
solve the above issues in 2D-COFs. Use of various redox-active
linkages such as imine, β-keto-enamine, NN bonds in CTFs,
sp2 (CC), hex-aza in 2D-COFs for the reversible storage of
metal-ions can increase the capacity in RMIBs. Simultaneously,
installation of the additional redox-active groups in-between
the above-mentioned linkages in the 2D-COF backbone can
increase the theoretical capacity as well as improve the conductivity due to extended π-conjugation in the layered structures.
The insolubility of 2D-COFs in electrolytes makes it beneficial
over its organic materials but limited conductivity hampers their
electrochemical performance to achieve the desired outcome.
Researchers have used conductive additives such as 1D CNTs
or 2D reduced graphene oxide (rGO) to make a composite with
2D-COFs. The π-conjugated layered structure in both 2D-COFs
and conducting CNTs or rGO makes well adhesion between
them, enhancing the electronic and ionic conductivity in the
composite electrode materials. Practically, 2D-COF electrode
materials should be in powder form to make electrode ink,
which is coated uniformly on current collectors and dried before
assembling the desired RMIBs cells. Although theoretical pore
size and surface area are higher, restacking of the 2D layers in
powder form blocks the pores and reduces the surface area of
2D-COFs. Since 2D-COF layers can be grown in a controlled
manner on the outer surface of CNTs or rGO while making in
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 14. Examples of the imine-based 2D-COFs used in various rechargeable metal-ion batteries.

situ composite, solve the restacking issue in some extent but
decreases the amount of 2D-COFs used as electrode materials,
decreasing the number redox-active binding sites for the reversible storage of metal-ions in RMIBs. 2D-COF layers have weak
interlayer hydrogen bonding or van der Waals force, which can
be easily further exfoliated by liquid assisted, mechanical or
chemical routes. The exfoliation of bulk 2D-COF can achieve
isolated 2D-COF nanosheets with mono to few layers. The
exfoliation techniques such as liquid-assisted exfoliation by
ultrasonication in proper solvents, mechanical ball milling, or
the introduction of bulky functional group into 2D-COF backbone as a spacer to prevent agglomeration have been reported.
The exfoliated 2D-COF nanosheets can expose the pores and
increase surface area of bulk 2D-COF, which give access to the
buried redox-active sites and increases the reversible storage of
metal-ions in RMIBs. The ionic transportation and electrolyte
diffusion improves to large extent due to the short diffusion
path inside the pores along with lateral 2D-COF nanosheets in
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few layers. As a synergistic effect, exfoliation of bulk 2D-COF
into 2D-COF nanosheets can enhance the charge storage properties, conductivity, and the rate capability in RMIBs.
These are the issues and strategies for the improvement of
the electrochemical performances of 2D-COF electrode materials
in RMIBs. Although there are some reviews reported on COFs
electrode materials for energy storage applications, there is a lack
of systematic discussion according to the type of functional linkages used in the construction of COFs and their corresponding
role as redox-active sites for the reversible charge-storage. In an
attempt to this review, we have categorized the battery discussion
according to the type of battery such as Li+-ion batteries, Li–S
batteries, and other rechargeable metal-ion batteries (Na+, K+,
Zn2+, Mg2+, Al3+) used in the respective 2D-COF reports. These
LIBs, LSBs and other RMIBs sections are further subgrouped
according to the type of linkages used to synthesis the reported
2D-COF electrode materials such as boroxine, boronate-ester,
β-keto-enamine, imine, imide, CTFs, sp2 (CC), and aza.
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 15. Examples of the a) CTFs, b) sp2 (CC) based 2D-COF, c) imine 2D-COFs, and d) hex-aza-2D-COFs used in various rechargeable metal-ion
batteries. d) Reproduced with permission.[57] Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.

6.1. Exploration of 2D-COFs for Li-Ion Batteries
Compared to all of the batteries, LIBs are dominantly used in
the portable electronic devices, appliances, (hybrid) electric vehicles, smart grids, etc. LIBs use expensive inorganic electrode
materials such as LiCoO2, LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2, which increases
the cost of the LIBs that should be replaced with cheaper and
environment friendly materials. Large-scale production of these
chemicals demand excessive mining, which can create serious
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environmental issues. 2D-COFs can be the replacement for the
expensive materials in LIBs as 2D-COFs made up of relatively
cheaper C, O, N, or other heteroatoms and have been successfully used as either cathode or anode in LIBs. The functional
linkages in 2D-COF backbone play critical role in the Li+-ion
storage mechanism and accordingly 2D-COFs are categorized
and discussed. The issues for the use of 2D-COFs in LIBs and
various strategies for the performance improvement are elaborated. Almost all type of linkages for 2D-COFs are reported for
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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LIBs such as boronate-ester, β-keto-enamine, imine, imide,
CTFs, sp2 (CC), and, hex-aza except boroxine. Analogous to
organic materials, 2D-COF electrode materials have higher
redox potential values so mostly applied as cathode compared
to anode in LIBs. The 2D-COF electrode material for LIBs are
discussed in the following subsections. 2D-COF has also been
applied as an anode interphase layer in LIBs.
6.1.1. Boronate Ester 2D-COFs
Jiang group has used COFs as the battery electrode material
for the first time in 2015. They used boronate ester-based COF
with naphthalene diimide (NDI) as a redox-active center with

triphenylene (TP) knots, DTP-ANDI-COF as cathode in LIBs
(Figure 16a).[95] It was found that the conductivity of cathode
material (DTP-ANDI-COF) was not very good for the transportation of Li+-ions. The conductivity of this DTP-ANDI-COF was
improved by making composite (1D core–shell structure) with
conductive 1D CNTs as core with in situ polycondensation of
2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydoxytriphenylene (HTTP) and N,N′-di-(4boronophenyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-tetracarboxylic acid diimide
(NDIDA) as shell. The 1D CNTs improved the electron conductivity while the pores in the COF structure used for diffusion
of electrolyte ions in and out to improve the overall performance of insoluble composite material for charge–discharge
with Li+-ions (Figure 16d). This crystalline mesoporous polymer
had NDI as a redox-active center (Figure 16b) whereas other

Figure 16. a) Chemical representation of single unit cell of DTP-ANDI-COF. b) Comparison of CV curves of DTP-ANDI-COF (black) DTP-ANDI-COF@
CNTs (red) and COF-5 (dotted black) at 0.5 mV s-1. c) Lithiation and delithiation in a naphthalene diimide core unit. d) Graphical representation
of electron and ion conduction path of DTP-ANDI-COF@CNTs (CNTs shown in gray). e) Long-term cycling data of DTP-ANDI-COF@CNTs at 2.4C for
700 cycles. Reproduced with permission.[95] Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group.
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TP knots and boronate linkage were electrochemically inactive. The controlled experiments for the synthesis of COF-5
containing the same triphenylene knots and boronate linkages
as DTP-ANDI-COF but without NDI core showed inferior electrochemical performance in similar conditions. This underlines the actual redox-active center in DTP-ANDI-COF is NDI
compared to its other inactive parts of triphenylene knots and
boronate linkages (Figure 16c). CV curves of imide-redox-active
center, i.e., NDI showed a reversible two-electron redox reaction during charge–discharge by enolization mechanism to
form charged anions during lithiation and delithiation process.
Due to this imide-redox-active center (NDI) in DTP-ANDI-COF@
CNTs, the capacity enhanced by a factor of 18 times and the
efficiency by 22 times compared to nonimide boronate ester
COF-5. The redox-active DTP-ANDI-COF@CNTs showed the
capacity of 67 mAh g–1 with 100% retention of capacitance after
700 cycles (at the rate of 2.4C) (Figure 16e). This example of
using boronate ester-based 2D-COFs as battery electrode
materials triggered a lot of interest in LIBs. However, the low
chemical stability of boronate-ester COFs is one of the main
drawback for their exploration as LIBs electrodes.
6.1.2. β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs
Due to the electrolyte stability issue in boronate ester-based
COF, comparatively more stable imine and β-keto-enaminebased 2D-COFs are widely studied for the battery application.
Inspired from the previous work of DTP-ANDI-COF,[95] Bu and
co-workers used the same NDI core as a redox active unit with
amine functionalities, i.e., DANT (2,7-diaminobenzo[lmn][3,8]
phenanthroline-1,3,6,8(2H,7H)-tetraone) as a linker to synthesize two new COFs based on β-keto-enamine (Schiff base)
and applied as cathode materials in LIBs.[96] Although Bu and
co-workers used the same redox-active center (NDI) as in
the report of Jiang and co-workers but the formation type of
COFs was very different. 1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol (Tp)
and 1,3,5-triformylbenzene (Tb) linkers were used with DANT
to form new crystalline Tp-DANT-COF and Tb-DANT-COF,
respectively. Replacing the linker Tp in Tp-DANT-COF to the
linker Tb to form Tb-DANT-COF increased the conjugation
in the backbone of the 2D-COF structure. The strategy of the
ligand replacement to increase the conjugation in the parent
COF backbone for the enhancement in electrochemical performance as cathode materials in LIBs worked well. Specifically,
Tb-DANT-COF cathode material showed a higher initial discharge capacity (144.4 mAh g–1) at the rate of 0.34C in comparison with Tp-DANT-COF cathode material with the initial
discharge capacity of 104.3 mAh g–1 at the comparable rate
of 0.37C. A more precise comparison of the initial discharge
capacity given at the same rate of 500 mAh g–1 was 107.9 mAh g–1
(at 3.4C) for Tb-DANT-COF, which was higher when compared
to Tp-DANT-COF with 94 mAh g–1 (at 3.7C). The relatively
high specific capacity, good rate performance, and long-term
cycle stability of more conjugated Tb-DANT-COF was an indication of the fast transportation of ions and electrons in the
electrode in comparison with less conjugated Tp-DANT-COF.
It was also highlighted that the previous report[95] with same
redox-active center containing COF (DTP-ANDI-COF@CNTs)
Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 2100177
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used CNTs as an electrical conductor but in case of Tb-DANTCOF and Tp-DANT-COF, authors did not use any external
conducting materials such as CNTs, graphene, etc. The electrochemical performance of LIBs can be improved by extending
π-conjugated system, which will obviously enhance the intrinsic
electrical conductivity in COFs. Ditchel and co-workers synthesized two β-keto-enamine-linked 2D-COFs, keeping the same
Tp backbone and identical topology in COFs but with different
functional groups like phenazine and anthraquinone.[121] The
phenazine-based 2D-COF (DAPH–TFP COF) was synthesized
from Tp and benzophenone imine of 2,7-diaminophenazine
(DAPH·Bnzph) whereas anthracene-based 2D-COF (DAAQ–
TFP COF) from Tp and DAAQ. The PEDOT was added in the
pores of both COFs to improve conductivity of both 2D-COFs.
These four COFs with PEDOT (PEDOT@DAAQ–TFP,
PEDOT@DAPH–TFP) and without PEDOT (DAAQ–TFP,
DAPH–TFP) were applied as cathode in LIBs. The electrochemical performance of PEDOT@DAAQ–TFP COF was
better with improved conductivity and fastest electron transport
than PEDOT@DAPH–TFP COF. In contrast, phenazine-based
DAPH–TFP COF shows the highest energy density and highest
power density values and better electrochemical performance
(specific capacity of 81.7 mAh g–1 at the rate of 0.5C) compared
to its PEDOT modified PEDOT@DAPH–TFP COF, which
might be due to the access to redox-active sites and improved
Li+-ion diffusion coefficient. Also, phenazine-based DAPH–
TFP COF has better performance than anthraquinone based
both DAAQ–TFP and PEDOT@DAAQ–TFP-COF materials
underlying the importance of redox-functional groups in COF
backbone.
The inaccessibility of redox-active Li+-ion storage sites, electron and electrolytes transportation in bulk 2D-COF can be
solved to a large extent by exfoliating the weak interlayer interactions in bulk 2D-COF to get 2D-COF few layered nanosheets.
Exfoliation has been achieved by postsynthetic chemical modification of 2D-COFs to get 2D-COF nanosheets (CON). In
an attempt, β-keto-enamine-based COFs (IISERP-COF7 and
IISERP-COF8) were reported and applied as anode in full
cell-LIBs (Figure 17a).[122] 2,6-diaminoanthracene was used
as a common amine precursor to form 12 quinone (per unit
cell) containing IISERP-COF7 with 2,4,6-triformylresorcinol,
whereas structurally similar but 6 quinone (per unit cell)
containing IISERP-COF8 with 2,4,6-triformylphenol. Postsynthetic modification with maleic anhydride produced IISERPCON2 and IISERP-CON3 by reacting anthracene units in
IISERP-COF7 and IISERP-COF8 by [4+2] cycloaddition, i.e.,
Diels–Alder reaction. Along with functionalization, maleic
anhydride helped to exfoliate the presynthesized 2D-COFs into
few-layer-thick nanosheets (Figure 17a). When these exfoliated
COFs were used as anode in full cell-LIBs (against commercial LiCoO2 as cathode), could achieve the specific capacity of
220 and 170 mAh g–1 at the same current density of 100 mA g–1
(rate of 1C) for IISERP-CON2 and IISERP-CON3 compared to
commercial battery grade graphite anode (180 mAh g–1 at the
current density of 100 mA g–1). The functionalized-exfoliated
2D-COFs increased the specific capacity by around four times,
which could be due to the interaction of Li+-ions with exposed
carbonyl oxygen and large pores in the exfoliated 2D-COF layers
compared to the less exposed carbonyl oxygen in unexfoliated
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 17. a) Self-exfoliation of IISERP-COF7 by maleic anhydride to IISERP-CON2 and IISERP-COF8 to IISERP-CON3. b) Illustration for 2D-COFs by
mechanical exfoliation into 2D-COF nanosheets and representation of single unit cell of DAAQ–TFP-COF and DABQ–TFP-COF. a) Reproduced with
permission.[122] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. b) Reproduced with permission.[97] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.

2D-COFs. The best performing IISERP-CON2 could accommodate 30 Li per unit cell compared to 1 Li per C6-ring of
commercial graphite, while gravimetric capacity calculated by
normalizing with molecular weights was 0.2 Li per mole compared to 0.1 Li per mole of commercial graphite, explained the
contribution of exposed and increased functionalities for more
accommodation of Li and better diffusion. On the other hand,
lithiation sites were not homogeneous as in graphite for exfoliated 2D-COFs, more activation cycles were needed to achieve
flat voltage plateau limiting its use as anode in LIBs. In another
report by Wang et al., the benefits of mechanical exfoliation of
bulk 2D-COFs such as imine (TEMPO) and enamine (DAAQ–TFP
and DABQ–TFP) to get 2D-COF nanosheets are explained
with the application as cathode in LIBs (Figure 17b).[97] Anthraquinone-based DAAQ–TFP COF was prepared by using
1,3,5-tris(4-formylphenyl)benzene (TFP) aldehyde with DAAQ,
similarly DABQ–TFP-COF was prepared by the same TFP aldehyde with 2,5-diamino-1,4-dihydroxybenzene dihydrochloride
(DABH) and triethylamine, whereas TEMPO-COF was prepared by 2,5-bis(2-propynyloxy)terephthalaldehyde (BPTA) aldehyde with 1,3,5-tri-(4-aminophenyl)benzene (TAPB) followed
by installation of 4-azido-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl.
These 2D-COFs were mechanically delaminated by ball milling
to get few-layered exfoliated graphene like nanosheets, e.g.,
DAAQ-ECOF, DABQ-ECOF, and TEMPO-ECOF (Figure 17b).
The approach of the mechanical ball milling exfoliation without
any additional exfoliating agent worked well for bulk COF materials to achieve few layered 2D-COF nanosheets, which were
characterized well by various physicochemical techniques like
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy
(AFM), powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller, etc. The redox active functionalities (quinone moieties)
in the rigid framework were the reversible Li+-ion-binding sites
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as the cathode in LIBs. The best performing DAAQ-ECOF
showed 145 mAh g–1 of reversible capacity at the current density
of 20 mA g–1, which is ≈96% of its theoretical value. Also at the
higher current density of 500 mAh g–1, a reversible capacity of
107 mAh g–1 with ≈98% retention in capacity along with 1800
charge–discharge cycles was achieved. Compared to unexfoliated DAAQ-COF, the capacity was doubled and tripled at 0.5
and 3 A g–1 for its exfoliated DAAQ-ECOF. Due to the improved
Li+-ion diffusion coefficient in the shortened path of the exfoliated 2D-COF NSs, the rate capability was increased. Recently
Zhang and co-workers reported truxenone-based COF (COFTRO) from condensation of Tp and truxenone (TRO) as an
anode material in LIBs.[123] The carbonyl groups in truxenone
moiety can store 6 Li+-ions reversibly. The all solid-state Li-ion
battery device has been fabricated and showed a good specific
capacity. This is a good example showing the successful demonstration of truxenone-based 2D-COFs as an electrode material for LIBs. The high chemical stability of β-keto-enamine
2D-COFs prompted their exploration in large number of applications as LIB electrodes. However, their low conductivity is
one of the drawbacks of β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs in achieving
high specific capacity as LIB electrodes. Use of π electron rich
aromatic building blocks (such as pyrene, porphyrins, TTF),
which support π–π stacking between 2D layers may promote
better electron transport in these 2D-COFs. In situ growth on
various conductive substrates and predesigned electrode pattern offer potential to enhance the charge transportation in
these 2D-COF materials.
6.1.3. Imine 2D-COFs
Generally, imine-based 2D-COFs have lower redox-potential so
applied as anode in LIBs. For example, Zhao and co-workers
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synthesized N2-COF and N3-COF, two imine-based 2D-COFs
with uniform porosity and used for the first time as anode
in LIBs.[118] 1,3,5-triformyl benzene aldehyde was used with
4,4′-biphenyldiamine and 2,4,6-tris(4 aminophenyl)-s-triazine to
get N2-COF and N3-COF. These two 2D-COFs have similar surface properties. The specific capacity for the first cycle was 735
and 731 mAh g–1 at the current density of 1 A g–1 for N2-COF and
N3-COF. Along with the good rate capabilities tested at various
current densities, the long-term cycling shown good capacity
retention of 82% (600 mAh g–1) and 81% (593 mAh g–1) at the
500th cycle for N2-COF and N3-COF. The layered and stacked
structure of N2 and N3-COFs contributed to the high capacity
and the open nanopores enhances Li+-ion diffusion path and
electrolyte holding, which might reduce the electrode polarization during the fast rate of charging and discharging. They concluded that the N2-COF undergone 2 electron redox reaction
during charge–discharge process due to two imine groups in
one unit cell. On the other hand, although N3-COF had triazine group at the center of a unit cell along with two imine
groups, observed only terminal two imine groups were responsible for 3-electron redox reaction during charge–discharge
process. Self-exfoliation of 2D-COFs by chemical modification
was reported by imine-based 2D-COF (IISERP-CON1) using
1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol aldehyde and 3,5-diamino-1,2,4triazole.[124] The triazole unit from amine ligands in IISERPCON1 acts a spacer to prevent restacking in 2D-COFs. When

applied as anode in LIBs, the specific capacity of 720 mAh g–1
at the current density of 100 mA g–1 was observed with a good
retention in the capacity for 1000 charge–discharge cycles. The
retention in capacity was good (≈80%) when current density
of 0.1 A g–1 (0.1C rate) increased to 1 A g–1 (1C rate). The selfexfoliated 2D nanosheets and the presence of nanopores with
mildly active triazole and phloroglucinol units in the framework facilitates insertion and deinsertion of Li+-ion reversibly.
In addition, ultrafast kinetics in Li+-insertion was favored by the
short diffusion path in the nanosheets. Experimental as well as
theoretical/discrete Fourier transform (DFT) study shown that
the majority of the charge–discharge happened by intercalation
of Li+-ions in between the weak π-stacked layers of the framework or in the pores of self-exfoliated nanosheets.
As seen earlier, use of conductive additive like CNTs and
controlled growth of few 2D-COF layers by in situ polycondensation on it can greatly enhance its conductivity and
finally electrochemical performance. Wang and co-workers
reported the imine-based few layered 2D-COF, synthesized
by 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxaldehyde and 1,4-diaminobenzene to
make composite (COF@CNTs) by in situ growth on MWCNTs
(Figure 18a,b).[125] When this composite (COF@CNTs) was
applied as anode in LIBs, it demonstrated better electrochemical performance compared to its bulk COF material without
CNTs. The initial capacity (discharge/charge) of COF@CNTs
anode at 100 mA g–1 was 928/383 for the 1st cycle increased

Figure 18. a) Synthesis of imine COF. b) Representation of COF@CNTs. c) Long-term 500 cycle performance of COF@CNTs and COF at 100 mA g−1.
d) Capacity contribution of COF in COF@CNTs at 100 mA g−1. e) Five step Li+-ion storage mechanism in COF@CNTs anodes. f) Repeated discharge–
charge of Li+-ions in expanded COF layers. Reproduced with permission.[125] Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group.
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from to 768/763 at 260th cycle and further to 1032/1021 at
500th cycle, after activation. The individual capacity contribution of COF in COF@CNTs is 1536 mAh g–1 at 100 mA g–1
after 500th cycle, which was ≈84% of its theoretical capacity
compared to bulk COF, which had small reversible capacity
of only 125 mAh g–1 after 300 cycles (Figure 18c,d). Raman,
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, and electrochemical
characterization of COF@CNTs showed that the few layered
COF in COF@CNTs composite facilitates Li+-ion insertion into
the interlamination of 2D layered COF structures, enhancing
the more access to the functional groups for Li+-ion storage
properties compared to its bulk COF. Further insight into Li+ion storage mechanism by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
and DFT study shows that few-layer lamellar-conjugated COF
structure on 1D conducting CNT channels helped to expand
interlayer spacing during Li+-ion charge–discharge to effectively achieve 14-Li+-ion storage in COF monomer. Contrast to
earlier reports that did not talk much about the Li+-ion storage
mechanism in 2D-COF backbone, this report claimed to store 1
Li+-ion on per CN group and 6 Li+-ions on per benzene ring
of the COF backbone (Figure 18e,f). The same group synthesized a new imine-based 2D-COF (TFPB-COF) from the same
amine (1,4-diaminobenzene) but this time with different aldehyde, i.e., 1,2,4,5-tetrakis-(4-formylphenyl) benzene (TFPB).[101]
The exfoliation of 2D-COF into 2D-layered nanosheets, was
achieved by introduction of MnO2 by the chemical route as a
spacer followed by sonication to get exfoliated ETFPB-COF/
MnO2. Further MnO2 is etched away to get ETFPB-COF. When
these three 2D-COFs were applied as anode in LIBs, ETFPBCOF/MnO2 outperformed in terms of electrochemical properties for Li+-ion storage compared to ETFPB-COF, TFPB-COF,
and MnO2. After initial large capacity loss of ETFPB-COF/
MnO2, which was obviously due to the electrolyte decomposition and the formation of solid electrolyte interface (SEI) film,
capacity of 1359 mAh g–1 was achieved, compared to 968, 126,
and 358 mAh g–1 for ETFPB-COF, bulk TFPB-COF, and MnO2,
respectively, at 300th cycle (at 100 mA g–1). A diffusion controlled
redox-reaction kinetics was observed for the first cycle, which
was then controlled by surface kinetics after few cycles and for
long-term cycling, which increased capacitive contribution for
the cycled electrodes. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and galvanostatic intermittent titration technique
(GITT) results shown that the ionic/charge-transfer resistance
was decreased and Li+-ion chemical diffusion coefficient (DLi+)
increased for the exfoliated COFs. It is believed that the active
redox sites were CN groups and CC groups from benzene
rings and further Li+-ions may be located in the interlayer space
and at the positions of the walls of the framework. The delamination of the layered COFs due to the weak van der Waals forces
between them helped to exfoliate into nanosheets, meanwhile
synergistic effect of MnO2 as a spacer prevent nanosheets into
aggregation, exhibited strong Li+-cation effect and better Li-ion
storage properties due to better electron diffusion and ion transport into the regular open channels in the exfoliated 2D-COFs.
In a mixed approach of using conductive additive and then
mechanically exfoliating 2D-COFs was demonstrated to enhance
the anode performance in LIBs by Wang and co-workers[126]
They have synthesized two imine-based 2D-COFs from melamine with piperazine-1,4-dicarbaldehyde or terephthalaldehyde
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to achieve covalent imine network-1 (CIN-1) or Schiff base network (SNW-1) in the presence of CNTs. These CIN-1/CNT and
SNW-1/CNT were further mechanically ball milled to get exfoliated E-CIN-1/CNT and E-SNW-1/CNT COFs. The controlled
experiments with corresponding monomers of these COFs
show that 11 Li+-ions and 16 Li+-ions can be reversibly stored in
CIN-1 and SNW-1 COFs. CNTs and exposed 2D-CONs helped
better electron conduction and better electrochemical performances for long-term 250 cycles was achieved at 100 mA g–1
with capacity of 1005 and 920 mAh g–1 in which the capacity of
CNTs was excluded in the composites for E-CIN-1 and E-SNW-1.
Two new microporous imine-based COFs with bicarbozole
aldehydes and the aromatic diamines was synthesized by Jiang
and co-workers and applied as anode in LIBs.[99] A redox-active
π-unit 3,3′,6,6′-tetraformyl-9,9′-bicarbazole aldehyde was used
with 1,4-diaminobenzene and benzidine to synthesize Cz-COF1
and Cz-COF2. A high capacity of 628 mAh g–1 was achieved
at a current density of 100 mA g–1 for Cz-COF1 compared to
the controlled sample of amorphous Cz-based porous polymer
(Cz-CMP1) with the capacity of 313 mAh g–1 at the same current density of 100 mA g–1. The synergistic effect of redox-active
arrays and open 1D channels in Cz-COFs could enhance the
electrochemical performance of LIBs. The CN linkages are
the redox-active sites with 8-Li+-ion storage per unit of COF.
Recently, Sun and co-workers reported imine-based COF from
triformylphloroglucinol (Tp) and 4,4-azodianiline (Azo) to synthesize Tp-Azo-COF for the application in LIBs as anode.[127]
In contrast to the previous reports, imine groups in the linkages were not the redox-active sites; instead the CO and NN
functionalities from Tp and Azo molecules in the 2D-COF
structure were the redox-active sites for Li+-ion storage. This
Tp-Azo-COF showed the specific capacity of 623 mAh g–1 for
the first few cycles at the current density of 0.1 A g–1 and the
specific capacity of 306 mAh g–1 with good capacity retention
(100%) after 3000 cycles at 1 A g–1. DFT study predicted that 18
Li+-ions at the (3 × 6 = 18) CO sites whereas 12 Li-ions at the
(2 × 6 = 12) NN sites could store reversibly, which counted for
the total of 36 Li+-ions in one unit cell of Tp-Azo-COF structure. Above are the all examples of imine-based 2D-COFs as
LIB electrodes. The low chemical stability and conductivity are
the main drawbacks of imine 2D-COFs for their use in LIBs
as electrodes. Confining imine bonds in the aromatic system
(such as phenazine, imidazole, and benzothiazole) is a plausible path to enhance the chemical stability and conductivity in
these 2D-COF materials. Recently, various postsynthetic modification strategies were found to be successful in confining the
imine bonds in the aromatic system without hampering the
crystallinity of imine 2D-COFs.
6.1.4. CTFs
CTF-based 2D-COF was reported by Fan and co-workers using
ionothermal synthesis of 1,4-dicyanobenzene monomer and
ZnCl2 at high temperature to get layered CTF-1 (Figure 19a).[128]
The 2D-layered CTF-1 was exfoliated by acid to achieve few layered thick f-CTF-1 nanosheets. The exfoliated f-CTF-1 showed a
better electrochemical performance in contrast to its bulk CTF-1
material as anode in LIBs. The better reversible specific capacity
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Figure 19. a) Chemical representation of CTF-1 and acid exfoliation of CTF-1 into f-CTF-1 layers. b) Chemical representation of 2D CCP-HATN and
charge–discharge storage mechanism of 2D CCP-HATN. c) Chemical representation of PI-COF-1 and charge–discharging in imide units of PI-COF-1
and PI-COF-2. a) Reproduced with permission.[128] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Reproduced with permission.[120] Copyright 2019,
Wiley-VCH. c) Reproduced with permission.[129] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.

of 816 mAh g–1 was achieved at the current density of 0.1 A g–1
with long-term cycling of 500 cycles, and a stable capacity range
of 560–650 mAh g–1 (at 1 A g–1) was achieved for f-CTF-1 compared to bulk CTF-1, indicating that exfoliation of bulk COF
materials plays an important role in the enhancement of Li+-ion
reversible storage performance. This is a rare example of CTF
COF explored as an anode in LIBs. Compared to low chemical
stability in other 2D-COFs, CTFs offer great potential to be used
in LIB applications due to their high chemical stability. However,
the development of new low temperature reaction strategies in
CTF 2D-COFs are required in order to incorporate thermally
labile redox functionalities in their framework backbone.
6.1.5. sp2 (CC) Bonded 2D-COFs
The stability and conductivity of 2D-COFs can be increased
by making the stable sp2 carbon linkage in COF by the Knoevenagel condensation of cyanovinylene units containing
monomer and aldehyde. In an attempt, Feng and co-workers
synthesized a 2D sp2 carbon-linked conjugated polymer (2D
CCP-HATN) framework by the base catalyzed Knoevenagel condensation of hexaazatrinaphthalene (HATN)-based monomer,
2,3,8,9,14,15-hexa(4-formylphenyl)
diquinoxalino[2,3-a:2′,3′-c]
phenazine (HATN-6CHO) and 1,4-phenylenediacetonitrile
(PDAN) (Figure 19b).[120] The conductivity of 2D CCP-HATN
was increased by in situ integration with 1D CNTs to get
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CCP-HATN@CNTs. When applied as cathode in LIBs, 2D CCPHATN@CNT showed a high capacity of 116 mAh g–1 with
long-term 1000 cycles (91% capacity retention) at 0.5 A g–1 compared to its non-CNT composite (2D CCP-HATN). The synergistic effect of high nitrogen content as redox-active sites in
HATN units, the strong sp2 carbon linkages and 1D conductive
CNTs could achieve the better activity in CCP-HATN@CNTs
(Figure 19b). As a controlled experiment, the imine-based 2D
CN HATN was synthesized from the same aldehyde (HATN6CHO) with 1,4-diaminobenzene. The electrochemical performance of imine-based 2D CN HATN was much lower than
sp2 carbon-linked 2D CCP-HATN and CCP-HATN@CNTs,
underlining the importance of the sp2 carbon linkage over
imine linkage in COFs. Since only one work for sp2-linked
2D-COF as cathode in LIBs is reported, much more attention should be given to develop high performing sp2-linked
2D-COFs in LIBs. In the literature, conductivity of sp2 (CC)
bonded 2D-COFs is found to be greatly enhanced after doping
with iodine. On the other hand, the charge storage properties of
doped sp2 (CC) bonded 2D-COFs are less explored.
6.1.6. Imide 2D-COFs
Imide-based 2D-COFs make it interesting candidate since
the presence of carbonyl groups for the reversible Li+ion storage, can be synthesized by polycondensation of
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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amines and dianhydrides. X. Feng group reported two
imide-based COFs, 2D-PAI (polyarylimide) and PI-PMDA
(pyromellitic anhydride) synthesized by polycondensation of tris(4-aminophenyl)amine (TAPA) and varying different dianhydrides, i.e., 1,4,5,8-naphthalene-tetracarboxylic
acid dianhydride (NTCDA) or pyromellitic dianhydride
(PMDA).[117] These two 2D-COFs were in situ grown on 1D
CNTs to get core–shell COF nanostructures of 2D-PAI@CNT
and PI-PMDA@CNT and applied as cathode in LIBs. A high
reversible capacity of 104.4 mAh g–1 at 0.1 A g–1 by utilization
of ≈83% active sites for 2D-PAI@CNT and a long-term cycling
performance of 8000 cycles with ≈100 mAh g–1 capacity was
achieved (at 0.5 A g–1); on the other hand, non CNT COF, i.e.,
2D-PAI showed the lower capacity of 28.5 mAh g–1 (at 0.1 A g–1)
with only ≈23% of active site utilization. The 1D-pore channels
provided short Li+-ion diffusion pathway to access high utilization of the redox-active sites. Interestingly, ex situ CNT mixed
COF, i.e., 2D-PAI/CNT showed a little capacity improvement
(65.6 mAh g–1 at 0.1 A g–1) compared to non CNT COF, i.e.,
2D-PAI and much lower capacity than in situ CNT grown COF
(2D-PAI@CNT). The performance of 5 membered conjugated
imide-core containing COF (PI-PMDA@CNT) has the lower
cycling performance than 6 membered conjugated imide-core
containing 2D-COF (2D-PAI@CNT) could be due to the 5 membered Li-enolates of PI-PMDA in the lithiation state had lower
aromaticity and weaker degree of resonance over 6 membered
Li-enolates of 2D-PAI, which increased the intramolecular
tension and lowered the stability. Compared to other NTCDAbased polyimide porous materials using various groups, this
2D-PAI COF achieved improved specific capacity due to the
propeller shaped triphenyl amine units with cyclic imide
linkage could lower the tension in the 2D-framework. Xiaoyu
Huang’s group reported polyimide-based two crystalline and
microporous COFs using PMDA with TAPA or TAPB to synthesize PI-COF-1 or PI-COF-2 (Figure 19c).[129] These 2D-COFs
were mechanically exfoliated by ball milling to access ions/electrons to the active sites in the electrochemical applications. Further, these exfoliated COFs were integrated with 2D rGO. These
COF materials were applied as cathode in LIBs. The exfoliated
PI-COF-1 (PI-ECOF-1) with rGO showed the better specific
capacity and rate performance compared to its bulk material.
The specific capacity of 167 mAh g–1 at 0.1C was achieved with
a long-term cycling performance of 300 cycles (at 1C) for the
best performing material (PI-ECOF-1/rGO50). Till date, imidebased 2D-COFs are applied only as cathode materials in LIBs.
The high temperature reaction conditions are usually employed
for the synthesis of imide 2D-COFs. The development of low
temperature reaction strategies may facilitate the incorporation
of thermally labile redox functionalities in imide 2D-COF backbone, and promote their in situ growth on micropatterned electrodes for the wearable device applications.
6.1.7. Hex-Aza 2D-COFs
Recently, Chen and co-workers synthesized aza-based COF
(BQ1-COF) by a simple polycondensation reaction of hexaketocyclohexane (HKH) with tetramino-benzoquinone (TABQ).[130]
When applied as cathode in LIBs, it showed a capacity of
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502 mAh g–1 for the second cycle at 0.05C. The long-term
cycling for 1000 cycles was achieved maintaining capacity of
198 mAh g–1 (with 81% of retention) at 2C. DFT study showed
that theoretically 18 Li+-ions could reversibly store into
1 repeating unit of COF structure. In contrast, practically only
12 Li+-ions could be able to take part in the Li+-ion storage
mechanism. The step-wise Li+-ion storage mechanism showed
that binding energy (ΔE) increased largely after accommodating
12 Li+-ions, also due to steric hindrance and decreased stability
of the produced molecule for insertion of 18 Li+-ions. Aza
2D-COFs can be the good electrode candidates for LIBs since it
has better conductivity. However, only limited examples of Azabased 2D-COFs are explored for LIBs application. The development of new synthetic methodologies is highly encouraged in
order to produce highly crystalline and porous Aza 2D-COFs.
The novel exfoliation techniques in Aza 2D-COFs may further
promote their charge storage performance.
6.2. Exploration of 2D-COFs for Li–S Batteries
After LIBs, LSBs are the second most widely studied batteries
due to the natural abundance of elemental S and its low cost,
high theoretical capacity of 1675 mAh g–1 with a specific energy
density of 2567 Wh kg–1. The conversion reaction of elemental
sulfur with lithium occurs as S8 + 16Li+ + 16e– → 8Li2S.
During discharge, Li+-ion migrates through the separator
and combine with elemental S, i.e., S8 in the cathode (host
material), which undergoes a series of structural and compositional changes involving soluble lithium polysulfide intermediates (LiPSs) such as Li2Sn (Li2S3, Li2S4, Li2S6, Li2S8).
During charging, the reverse reaction occurs and Li+-ion
migrates from LiPSs back to the anode and elemental S is
recovered from LiPSs. Although LSBs look attractive, its a
complex device and have to tackle some serious issues for its
commercialization. The nonconducting (insulating) nature of
sulfur hampers the performance of LSBs. Also high volume
expansion happens at sulfur during lithiation, which leads
to the pulverization and detachment of sulfur from conductive matrix in the cathode. LiPSs are soluble in most of
the organic electrolytes and it causes well known “shuttle
effect” during redox-reaction, impeding the overall performance in LSBs. Functional 2D-COFs such as boroxine and
boronate ester-based 2D-COFs, β-keto-enamine and iminebased 2D-COFs and CTFs have been studied for the application in LSBs with various roles like cathode, separator, and/
or cathode interlayer. The tunable microporosity and large
pore volume in these 2D-COFs is a great advantage to use as
cathode (host material) to store elemental sulfur in the pores
of it, which can be used during lithiation and delithiation to
enhance the performance in LSBs. In addition, the use of
functional groups in 2D-COFs to store elemental sulfur at
the cathode such as inverse vulcanization or aromatic nucleophilic substitution (SNAr) reaction of sulfur with aromatic
fluoride in 2D-COFs significantly enhanced the performance
of LSBs. The functional 2D-COFs has been applied as the
separator, which can trap LiPSs and restricts passage through
it to other side, enhancing the capacity and long-term cycling
in LSBs.
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6.2.1. Boroxine and Boronate Ester 2D-COFs
Self-condensation of 1,4-benzenediboronic acid (BDBA) can
achieve synthesis of boroxine-based 2D-COF. The presence of
3 boron and 3 oxygen atoms in the 6 membered ring with alternate stitching of benzene ring in one unit cell of boroxine COF
makes it highly microporous and conjugated layered structure
in the lateral direction. Due to its versatile nature, boroxine
COF has been applied as cathode (host) to store elemental S
or separator in LSBs. The micropores in boroxine COF help to
store elemental S in large amount at the cathode. On the other
hand, as a separator, the microporous structures in boroxine
COF traps LiPSs to prevent it to pass through separator. Further the electrochemical performance in boroxine 2D-COFs
can be improved by making composite with CNTs or rGO in
LSBs. Lee and co-workers reported boroxine-based microporous COF (COF-1) in situ grown on CNTs by a simple condensation of BDBA to get COF-1 NN; also other in situ grown
boronate ester-based COF from the condensation of BDBA

and 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytriphenylene (HHTP) (COF-5)
on CNTs to get COF-5 NN.[102] These COF-CNT free-standing
hybrids were used as interlayer in the cathode or separator in
LSBs. Compared to boronate ester-based COF hybrid interlayer
(COF-5 NN) with capacity retention of ≈16%, boroxine-based
2D-COF hybrid interlayer (COF-1 NN) showed a better capacity
retention (≈84%) for 300 cycles at 2C. This hybrid microporous
COF-net on mesoporous CNT-net shown to be the trap for polysulfides (Li2Sx) in LSBs.
Tang and co-workers synthesized the same boroxinebased COF-1 as reported earlier by the Sang-Young group
(Figure 20a,b).[102,103] This COF-1 for the first time applied as
host material (cathode) to store sulfur in LSBs. The initial specific capacity of 1032 mAh g–1 was achieved maintaining 200
cycles with 770 mAh g–1 at the end. The better electrochemical
performance could be due to the adsorption ability of COF-1
for the soluble lithium polysulfides. Wang and co-workers synthesized boroxine-based 2D-COF from 4-cyanophenyl boronic
acid (Figure 20c).[131] When this TB-COF was used as cathode

Figure 20. a) Sulfur impregnation process into COF pores. b) Sulfur impregnated cathode electrode materials (boroxine COF or CTF). c) Chemical
representation of TB-COF and d) lithiophilic and sulfidiphilic interactions between TB-COF and LiPSs shown schematically. a,b) Reproduced with
permission.[103] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. c,d) Reproduced with permission.[131] Copyright 2018, Elsevier.
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to store elemental S for LSB, the triazine units in this 2D-COF
acted as a lithiophilic linkage, which helped to adsorb Li+-ions
reversibly, whereas boroxine units acted as sulfiphilic linkage,
which enhanced trapping of polysulfides, proven by the theoretical study as well as experimental spectroscopic techniques.
The maximum discharge capacity of 808 mAh g–1 for 10th
cycle was achieved and maintained 800 cycles with capacity of
663 mAh g–1 (82% of capacity retention) at 1C. Hu and coworkers reported another boroxine-based 2D-COF from
1,4-benzene diboronic acid by self-condensation.[104] This
COF-1 was combined with rGO to make 2D double layer membrane, which was used as a freestanding separator for LSBs.
The cells with COF-1-rGO separator showed a better initial
capacity of 1389 mAh g–1, which was maintained for 50 cycles
with the capacity of 1169 mAh g–1 (capacity retention of ≈84%)
at 0.1C compared to the controlled samples of rGO separator
(1641 mAh g–1) and commercial separator (869 mAh g–1). The
double layer membrane acted as an ionic sieve to mitigate the
shuttle effect of polysulfides. Also, when applied the same
double layer membrane in SIBs, similar trend in electrochemical performance was observed as in LSBs. Still due to the poor
long-term cycling, the examples of boroxine and boronate ester
2D-COFs for LSBs are limited only.
6.2.2. β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs
β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs were used as cathode or separator in
LSBs. Zhang and co-workers reported β-keto-enamine-based
COF, e.g., azo-COF by a condensation reaction from triformylphloroglucinol and 4,4′-azodianiline.[105] As a cathode in
LSB, the initial capacity of 1536 mAh g–1 was achieved, which
maintained 70% capacity retention with 741 mAh g–1 after
100 cycles at 0.1C due to the narrow pore size distribution and
1D Li+-ion transportation channel in azo-COF. The conductivity of β-keto-enamine-based COF was improved by in situ
mixing with MWCNTs by Wei and co-workers group. They
synthesized TpPa-COF@MWCNTs from 1,3,5- triformylphloroglucinol (Tp) and p-phenylenediamine (Pa).[132] Initial capacity
of 951 mAh g–1 for the first cycle was achieved as cathode in
LSBs and a long-term 450 cycles was maintained with capacity
of 525 mAh g–1 at 0.5C with ≈100% Coulombic efficiency,
could be due to the 1D porous material. Zang and co-workers
synthesized a cationic COF (EB-COF-Br) from the condensation of Tp and ethidium bromide and applied it as a cathode
in Li–S battery.[133] It has been shown that polysulfide disintegration during discharge and polysulfide oxidation during the
charging process is facilitated by cationic sites in EB-COF, after
removing Br− counter ions. The cationic COF shows better electrochemical performance compared to the noncationic COF for
Li–S battery as a cathode underlying its upcoming importance
in this field. Recently, Li and co-workers synthesized TP-BPYCOF, a β-keto-enamine-based COF from a simple condensation of 2,4,6-trihydroxybenzene-1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde (TP) and
[2,2′-bipyridine]-5,5′-diamine (BPY).[134] This redox-active COF
was coated on a commercial separator and used for LSBs. The
initial capacity of 1454 mAh g–1 for the first cycle was achieved,
which maintained for 250 cycles with capacity of 826 mAh g–1 at
1C. The better performance was due to the easy transportation
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of Li+-ions through 1D channels of COF, the keto groups in TP
molecules enhanced the chemical adsorption of sulfides and
redox-active pyridine units catalyzed the polysulfide conversion
demonstrating the applicability of β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs.
6.2.3. Imine 2D-COFs
Imine-based 2D-COFs make cathode host materials for the
storage of elemental S in LSBs. Examples are shown that
porphyrin or pyrene-containing imine-based 2D-COFs used
as cathode hosts in LSBs. Wang and co-workers reported
imine-based 2D-COF from 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-benzaldehyde)
porphyrin (p-Por-CHO) aldehyde and p-phenylenediamine
to get Por-COF.[106] Due to the large pore volume and narrow
pore size distribution, the reversible capacity of 929 mAh g–1
(at the rate of 0.5C) for the second cycle and long-term cycling
of 200 cycles with the capacity of 633 mAh g–1 was achieved.
The square arrangement of pores in Por-COF was found to
be good for the storage of sulfur. After porphyrin, the same
group reported pyrene containing imine-based COF (PyTTA)
from 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(4-aminophenyl) pyrene and terephthalaldehyde.[135] The square-patterned pores in PyTTA demonstrated good reversible capacity of 963 mAh g–1 for 100 cycles
at 1C. Porphyrin containing imine-based COF, e.g., COF-MF
was reported by Yu and co-workers using tetra (p-aminophenyl) porphyrin (TAPP) and terephthaldehyde.[136] Due to
nanosheets like morphology and the highly accessible redoxactive porphyrin units in COF, the capacity of 895 mAh g–1
with long-term cycling of 1000 cycles was achieved maintaining more than 99% capacity retention at 1C. Another
interesting report from Zhao and co-workers showed the
synthesis of ETTA-ETTCA COF (imine COF) from ETTCA
aldehyde and ETTA amine.[137] The square arrangement of
ETTA-ETTCA COF helped to store the maximum amount
of sulfur (≈88%) due to homogenous porosity and extended
conjugation blocks. Sulfur impregnated S-ETTA-ETTCA COF
as a cathode for Li–S battery showed a good initial specific
capacity of ≈1000 mAh g–1 with cycling stability of more than
500 cycles at rate of 0.5C.
Another imine-based COF was reported by Cai and coworkers from TAPB and terephthaldehyde (PDA) as TAPB–
PDA-COF.[138] This 2D-COF was used with two different carbon
additive along with elemental S, e.g., acetylene black or superP to get cathode materials such as TAPB–PDA-COF/S@A-B
or TAPB–PDA-COF/S@S-P. The superior long-term cycling
performance was observed for TAPB–PDA-COF/S@S-P with
capacity of 1357 mAh g–1 for the initial cycle and 710 mAh g–1 at
200th cycle (at 0.2 A g–1), could be due to the better adherence
of super-P on the surface of TAPB–PDA-COF/S. Functionalization strategy was used in some reports by inverse vulcanization
or SNAr reaction of sulfur with aromatic vinyl or fluoride in
2D-COFs to store elemental S in cathode hosts. In an attempt,
COF-V was synthesized by the condensation of TAPB and
2,5-divinylterephthalaldehyde (DVA) and further polysulfides
were attached by two step process to these vinyl functionalized
imine-based mesoporous COF to get S-COF-V (Figure 21a).[107]
This S-COF-V showed initial discharge capacity of 1400 mAh g–1
and long-term cycling of 100 cycles retaining capacity of
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Figure 21. a) Synthesis of COF-V and inverse functionalization with elemental sulfur to get S-COF-V. b) Synthesis of COF-F and SNAr substitution with
elemental sulfur to get COF-F-S (yellow: polysulfide). c) Synthesis of COF-F and SNAr substitution with elemental SeS2 to get COF-S-SeS2. d) Synthesis
of TFPPy–ETTA–COF and physical adsorption or functionalization with elemental sulfur to get S@TFPPy–ETTA–COF or polysulfide@TFPPy–ETTA–COF
and their graphical representation (yellow: polysulfide). a) Reproduced with permission.[107] Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Reproduced
with permission.[139] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. c) Reproduced with permission.[140] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.
d) Reproduced with permission.[141] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.

960 mAh g–1 at 0.2C with 100% Coulombic efficiency. Kuang
and co-workers synthesized fluoro-substituted imine-based
COF (COF-F) was synthesized from 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoroterephthalaldehyde (TFTA) and 4,4′,4″-(1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6-triyl)
trianiline (TTA). In the first report, COF-F was further by functionalized by SNAr reaction of S with fluorine in the COF in
two step process to get polysulfide confined fluoro-substituted
COF (COF-F-S) (Figure 21b).[139] This COF-F-S showed initial
discharge capacity of 1120 mAh g–1, could be due to polysulfide
chains on the walls of COF-S and further maintained a capacity
of 645 mAh g–1 after 100 cycles at 0.1C. In the second report,
the similar strategy of aromatic nucleophilic substitution was
adopted but this time for SeS2 with fluorine in the COF-F to get
polysulfide and polyselenide confined fluoro-substituted COF
(COF-S-SeS2) (Figure 21c).[140] This COF-S-SeS2 COF delivered a
capacity of 1633 mAh g–1 at 0.1C, could be due the confinement
effect of polysulfide and polyselenide in the pores of COF.
Another imine-based COF was reported by Jiang and coworkers by condensation of 1,3,6,8-tetrakis(4-formylphenyl)
pyrene (TFPPy) aldehyde and 4,4′,4″,4′″-(ethene-1,1,2,2tetrayl)tetraaniline (ETTA) to synthesize TFPPy–ETTA–COF
(Figure 21d).[141] S when heated at 300 °C with this COF,
imine units in COF initiated polymerization of sulfur to
form chains of polysulfide attached on the pore walls via CS
bonds to get polysulfide@TFPPy–ETTA–COF; while without
participating imine bonds, heating sulfur at 155 °C with this
COF achieved S@TFPPy–ETTA–COF where S8 impregnated
in the pores of COF. The superior performance for polysulfide@TFPPy–ETTA–COF with capacity of 1069 mAh g–1
over S@TFPPy–ETTA–COF with capacity of 723 mAh g–1
at 0.1C. Earlier reported imine-based COF by Wang and
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co-workers,[125] which was used as anode in LIBs; again used
this time as multifunctional material for LIBs and LSBs
without using any CNTs.[142] This COF (COF-LZU1) was
used as a protective layer in-between Li-metal anode and
commercial separator, which suppressed the dendrite formation due to the interaction of the aldehyde groups and
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TFSI). Also, the iminebased COF-LZU1 was lithiophilic and electrolyte wettable,
helped distribution of Li+ ions uniformly and transportation,
resulting in low voltage hysteresis with high Li utilization
and long life span in Li-Li symmetric cell. Further, COFLZU1 modified Li was used as anode in LSBs demonstrating
better stability. Overall, imine-based 2D-COFs are the attractive materials since sulfur can be brought into the 2D framework precisely by chemical modifications, which then can be
used as host or separator in LSBs.
6.2.4. CTFs
CTFs are typical porous frameworks synthesized from
1,4-dicyanobenzene molecules to give layered 3 N atoms containing aromatic rings along alternate benzene rings. CTFs
are used exclusively as sulfur hosts (cathode) in LSBs. Cheng
Wang group synthesized 2D covalent triazine framework
(CTF-1) from 1,4-dicyanobenzene by cyclotrimerization.[119]
The benzene and triazine ring containing nanoporous CTF-1
was used as cathode to impregnate elemental S. The specific
discharge capacity of 1197 mAh g–1 was achieved for 2nd cycle,
which maintained for 50 cycles with 762 mAh g–1 at 0.1C.
In another approach, Coskun and co-workers synthesized
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S-CTF-1 by 1,4-dicyanobenzene in presence of elemental S in
two step heating.[143] S-CTF-1 achieved the initial discharge
capacity of 484 mAh g–1, which maintained for 300 cycles
with ≈85% capacity retention at 1C. The follow-up work from
the same group synthesized S incorporated, fluorine functionalized SF-CTF-1 by mixing tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile
and elemental S in two step heating strategy as used in the
earlier report (Figure 22).[144] The fluorine containing starting
material (tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile) with elemental S at
high temperature presented perfluoroaryl-elemental sulfur
SNAr chemistry, which accommodated ≈80 wt% of S in CTFs.
This SNAr reaction involving nucleophilic ionic intermediates
from sulfur ring-opening facilitated in situ polymerization
to get sulfur accommodated CTFs. The highly electronegative fluorine atoms in SF-CTF-1 showed strong anchoring
effect for polysulfides and accelerated conversion of polysulfides. SF-CTF-1 showed long-term cycling with ≈81%
capacity retention and capacity of 520 mAh g–1 (at 1C) at
the end of 300 cycles. In another report, the same two step
heating strategy was used by mixing tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile and elemental S to synthesize sulfur incorporated, fluorine functionalized FCTF-S.[145] Compared to nonfluorinated
CTF-S, fluorine functionalized FCTF-S showed better electrochemical performance. The initial discharge capacity of
1131 mAh g–1 was shown for FCTF-S whereas 862 mAh g–1 for
CTF-S. FCTF-S shown capacity retention of ≈73% and CTF-S
shown ≈55% after 150 cycle at 0.5C. Overall, CTFs are used as
cathode materials for LSBs to store more sulfur. These CTFs
could be further exfoliated to get CTF nanosheets, which may

further help to increase the electrochemical performance of
LSBs by accessing more active sites.
6.3. Applications of 2D-COFs in other Rechargeable Metal-Ion
Batteries (Na+, K+, Zn2+, Mg2+, Al3+)
Although LIBs have a high theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh g–1,
due to the scarcity of lithium sources and safety issues,
researchers have started to explore other options for rechargeable metal-ion batteries. Recently, SIBs (Na+, 1166 mAh g–1),
PIBs (K+, 685 mAh g–1), ZIBs (Zn2+, 820 mAh g–1), MIBs (Mg2+,
2205 mAh g–1), CIBs (Ca2+, 1337 mAh g–1), and AIBs (Al3+,
2980 mAh g–1) have gained more interest due to the merits of
each type of batteries more or lesser over others.[146,147] The electrochemical performance of these rechargeable metal-ion batteries depends on the accessibility of their respective metal-ions
for the reversible binding to the redox-active sites. The ionic
radius of the metals used in these various batteries are LIB (Li,
0.76 Å), SIB (Na, 1.02 Å), PIB (K, 1.38 Å), ZIB (Zn, 0.74 Å), MIB
(Mg, 0.72 Å), CIB (Ca, 1.0 Å), and AIB (Al, 0.535 Å). As the pore
structure can be precisely tuned in 2D-COFs according to their
electrochemical demand for the maximum utilization of the
pores to gain highest capacity, 2D-COFs are the attractive candidates as electrodes for various rechargeable metal-ion batteries.
In the similar direction, functional 2D-COFs have been started
to use as anode or cathode in SIBs, PIBs, ZIBs, MIBs, or, AIBs.
The various functional COFs and their respective use in various
types of batteries are discussed below.
6.3.1. Boronate-Ester 2D-COFs
Wang and co-workers synthesized boronate ester-based
COF on CNTs (COF-10@CNTs) by in situ condensation of
4,4′-biphenyldiboronic acid (BPDA) and HHTP on CNTs
(Figure 23a).[108] This COF-10@CNTs applied as anode in PIB
(Figure 23b). A long-term cycling for 4000 cycles was achieved
with a capacity of 161 mAh g–1 (at 1 A g–1) (Figure 23c). The
enhanced K+-ion storage mechanism could be due to the
π-cation effect caused in π-electron clouds of benzene rings
from COF backbone and K+ during depotassiation/potassiation.
This boronate-ester-based 2D-COF is the successful demonstration as electrode for PIBs, which highlight the importance
of the possible application in other RMIBs such as SIB, ZIBs,
MIBs or AIBs.
6.3.2. β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs

Figure 22. Elemental sulfur containing nitrile formation to synthesize
SF-CTF-1 with covalent attachment of elemental sulfur by SNAr reaction.
Reproduced with permission.[144] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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Lu and co-workers synthesized β-keto-enamine-based DAAQCOF from DAAQ and 1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol (TFP)
(Figure 23d).[109] This DAAQ-COF further mechanically exfoliated to various 2D-COF nanosheets with different thickness.
When these various 2D-COF nanosheets were applied as anode
in SIBs, the thinnest (4–12 nm) DAAQ-COF showed highest
capacity of 420 mAh g–1 (at 0.1 A g–1) compared to other three
more thick 2D-COF nanosheets. A long-term 10 000 cycles with
99% capacity retention (at 5 A g–1) was achieved for the best
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Figure 23. a) Synthesis of COF-10@CNT showing COF-10 layers on CNT and b) its potassium storage mechanism. c) Long-term cycling performance
of 4000 cycles at 1 A g−1 for PIB. d) Synthesis of DAAQ-COF. e) Various thick 2D-DAAQ-COF materials; graphical representation of various thick
2D-DAAQ-COFs. f) Long-term cycling performance of 10 000 cycles at 5 A g−1 for SIB with the best material (4–12 nm thickness) 2D-DAAQ-COF.
g) Stepwise sodiation and desodiation in DAAQ-COF and its graphical representation. a–c) Reproduced with permission.[108] Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society. d–g) Reproduced with permission.[109] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.

(4–12 nm) DAAQ-COF nanosheets (Figure 23e,f). The material and electrochemical characterizations along with theoretical study confirmed that the redox of C–O radical and α-C
radicals were critical in the sodiation/desodiation mechanism
(Figure 23g). The step-wise mechanism predicted to store
Na+-ions reversibly on the redox-active oxygen of benzene
molecule from Tp and oxygen of anthraquinone. In addition, the thickness of the 2D-COF nanosheets were important to stabilize the radical intermediates formed during the
Na+-ion storage mechanism. Another β-keto-enamine-based
COF (HqTp-COF) was reported by Banerjee and co-workers
using 2,5-diaminohydroquinone dihydrochloride (Hq) and
1,3,5-triformylphloroglucinol (Tp) (Figure 24a).[110] For comparison, an analogous PaTp-COF but without quinone group
was also synthesized from the same (Tp) aldehyde but with
different amine (p-phenylenediamine). When these 2D-COFs
were applied as cathode in ZIB, the quinone containing HqTqCOF demonstrated high capacity of 276 mAh g–1 compared to
121 mAh g–1 for PaTp-COF (at 125 mA g–1). The redox active
quinone and N–H were found to be the binding sites for divalent Zn2+-ions in Lu et. al. synthesized a β-keto-enamine COF
(TpBpy-COF) which was already reported and used for different
application (a separator for LSBs) (Figure 24b).[111,134] TpBpyCOF was applied as cathode in trivalent AIB, demonstrating a
long-term 13 000 cycles with a reversible discharge capacity of
150 mAh g–1 with nearly 100% Coulombic efficiency (at 2C). The
high conjugation in TpBpy-COF enhanced the charge transport
and interconnected porous channels increased ion transportation, ultimately the better electrochemical performance. These
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examples of β-keto-enamine-based 2D-COF shows versatility of
their applicability for various RMIBS as an electrode.
6.3.3. Imine 2D-COFs
An imine-based COF was synthesized from 1,3,5-tris(4formylphenyl)-benzene
(TFPB)
and
2,4,6-tris(4aminophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine (TAPT), i.e., TFPB–TAPT COF
(Figure 24c).[112] This COF was applied as anode in SIB, showed
initial specific capacity of 246 mAh g–1 retaining capacity of
125 mAh g–1 after 500 cycles, which could be due to the open
nanoporous frameworks. This is the only example of imine
2D-COFs for SIBs, which can also be applied for other RMIBs
such as PIBs, ZIBs, MIBs, or AIBs.
6.3.4. Imide 2D-COF
Recently, X. Feng group applied the imide 2D-COF (PAI-COF),
which was previously used as cathode for LIBs but this time
as an anode (PI-COF) for Zn-ion battery.[117,148] The redox-active
imide carbonyl groups in PI-COF stores Zn2+-ions reversibly
in two steps, demonstrating pseudocapacitive storage behavior
with high capacity and long-term cycling stability. Further integration with MnO2 showed a good electrochemical performance
and a full cell flexible device. This example paves the way to the
possibility of utilizing polyarylimide 2D-COFs for various types
of batteries as electrode materials.
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 24. a) Synthesis of HqTq COF and diagrammatic illustration for its ZIB. b) Synthesis of TpBPy COF and its diagrammatic illustration for AIB.
c) Synthesis of TFPB–TAPT-COF and its schematic representation for sodium ion storage in SIB. d) Representation of 2D-CTF and its liquid exfoliation
into 2D CTF layers for SIB. e) Representation of 2D-CTF and magnesium ion storage mechanism, and also representation of MIB with magnesium
ion storage mechanism. a) Reproduced with permission.[110] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Reproduced with permission.[111] Copyright
2020, Wiley-VCH. c) Reproduced with permission.[112] Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry. d) Reproduced with permission.[113] Copyright 2018,
Wiley-VCH. e) Reproduced with permission.[114] Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

6.3.5. CTFs
A millimeter sized, triazine-linked CTF was synthesized by
1,4-dicyanobenzene with AB stacking due to the use of triflic
acid during synthesis (Figure 24d).[113] This CTF was further
exfoliated by the liquid exfoliation in the assistance of ultrasonicator to get 2D nanosheets (2DP) of CTF. When CTF and
2DP was applied as anode in SIBs, a long-term 1200 cycles with
initial capacity of 163 and 198 mAh g–1 (at 1 A g–1) and ≈95%
capacity retention was achieved. The good capacity retention
could be due to the exposed redox-active sites and open channel
to store Na+-ions reversibly. Wang and co-workers reported CTF
as cathode in divalent MIB (Figure 24e).[114] A long-term 3000
cycles with an initial reversible capacity of 72 mAh g–1 (at 5C)
was achieved with a capacity decay rate of 0.0196% per cycle. All
N atoms in the triazine ring were the active sites for the reversible storage of Mg2+-ions, so total 9 Mg2+-ions and 18 electrons
could reversibly accommodate per unit of CTF. Above example
of SIB and MIB show that CTFs can also be a good electrode
materials for RMIBs such as PIBs, ZIBs, or AIBs.
6.3.6. Hex-Aza 2D-COFs
Recently, our group synthesized phenanthroline containing, aza-based COF from hexaketocyclohexanone and
2,3,7,8-phenazinetetraamine to get PA-COF (Figure 25a).[115]
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The PA-COF achieved a high capacity of 247 mAh g–1 at a
current density of 0.1 A g–1 as cathode in Zn-ion supercapattery (a supercapattery is a device, which has a merits of battery as well as supercapacitor). The two adjacent N atoms in
the aza-bonds (phenanthroline unit) store one Zn2+-ion and
18 Zn2+-ions could be accommodated in one unit of PA-COF
(Figure 25b,c). Along with Zn2+, cointercalation of H+ was
also confirmed. A good rate capability at various current densities and a long-term cycling of 10 000 cycles was achieved at
1 A g–1 (Figure 25d,e). Finally, a think and flexible supercapattery device was assembled and shown to be performing very
well in bending condition also (Figure 25f,g). Another triquinoxalinylene and benzoquinone units containing aza-based
COF (TQBQ-COF) was synthesized from tetraminophenone
(TABQ) and cyclohexanehexaone (CHHO) (Figure 26a).[116]
This N-rich COF with quinone functional group was applied
as cathode in SIB. It was found that similar to our prediction,
one Na+-ion on two adjacent N atoms from aza-bond and one
Na+-ion on oxygen atom of quinone group so total 12 Na+ions reversibly stored in one unit of TQBQ-COF. A long-term
1000 cycles was achieved with 213 mAh g–1 capacity and ≈96%
capacity retention at the end (at 1 A g–1) (Figure 26b). A pouchcell was also devised from TQBQ-COF electrodes (Figure 26c).
These successful example of ZIB and SIB show that due to
its better electron transportation in 2D layered structure, aza2D-COFs can also a good electrode materials for other RMIBs
such as PIBs, MIBs, or AIBs.
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Figure 25. a) Synthesis of PA-COF. b) Schematic representation of zinc ion storage in PA-COF. c) Stepwise zinc ion storage process in PA-COF.
d) Rate capability and e) long-term performance of 10 000 cycles at 1 A g−1 of PA-COF in ZIS. f) Digital images of flexible ZIS and g) LED glow by ZIS
of PA-COF. Reproduced with permission.[115] Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

6.4. 2D-COFs for Li–CO2 Batteries
Although there are many scientific as well as technological
challenges, recently Li–CO2 batteries (LCBs) have attracted
a lot of attention due to its high theoretical energy density of ≈1876 Wh kg–1 related to the reversible reaction of
4 Li + 3CO2 ↔ 2Li2CO3 + C. The different type of reactions
occur at cathode compared to LIBs, LSBs or other RMIBs.
The cathode material in LCBs should be carefully chosen as
it decides the kinetics of CO2 cathode reaction, overpotential
during charge–discharge and the energy efficiency. The precious and nonprecious transition metal-based catalysts, metal–
organic complex catalysts, carbon-based catalysts including
2D-COF catalysts has been successfully applied as cathode
material in LCBs.[149] Recently, two imine-based 2D-COFs composite catalysts along with conducting carbon such as CNTs or
graphene has been demonstrated as cathode in LCBs.
Loh and co-workers first reported 2D-COF as cathode in
LCBs, e.g., imine-based hydrazine COF (Tf–DHzOPr) synthesized from condensation of 2,5-dipropoxyterephthalohydrazide
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(DHzOPr) and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxaldehyde (Tf).[150] The
conductivity and catalytic activity of Tf–DHzOPr COF was further improved by using Ru@CNTs composite. Ru was anchored
with oxygen (ketone) and nitrogen (imine) from the backbone
of Tf–DHzOPr COF coated on 1D CNTs to get composite as
COF-Ru@CNT (Figure 27a). The synergistic effect from 1D channels of CNTs and Ru inside COF layers in the COF-Ru@CNT
catalyst improved ion/gas diffusion pathways (for Li+-ions and
CO2) and enhanced capacity, rate performance, stability, overpotential in LCB (Figure 27b). A capacity of 27 348 mAh g–1 was
achieved for COF-Ru@CNT compared to non-COF composite
of only Ru@CNT (9836 mAh g–1) at the current density of
1 A g–1. In another report from Meng and co-workers, iminebased 2D-COF was synthesized from terephthaldehyde and
1,3,5-tris(4-aminophenyl)benzene and in situ composite was
made with graphene to get graphene@COF (Figure 28c).[151]
Graphene facilitated to deposit thin and uniform COF loading
on its surface, which helped CO2 nanoenrichment and nanoconfinement in LCB (Figure 27d,e). This composite increased
the discharge voltage, reversibility and rechargeability in LCB
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 26. a) Chemical structure of TQBQ-COF and sodiation and desodiation processes in TQBQ-COF. b) Long-term 1000 cycle performance of
TQBQ-COF electrodes for SIB at various current densities. c) Charge–discharge curves of TQBQ-COF electrodes (at 50 mA current) for SIB pouch
cell considering mass of the full cell with the optical image of its device. Reproduced with permission.[116] Copyright 2020, Nature Publishing Group.

underlying the importance of 2D-COFs in LCBs. A more rigorous work should be needed to use functional 2D-COFs as
cathode catalysts in LCBs. Interestingly only imine 2D-COF has
been reported for LCB, other functional 2D-COFs should be
explored for LCBs.

conductivity.[152] Mastering the CC linkages for 2D-COF
construction will enable the creation of new isoreticular functional materials for high-performing charge storage applications.

8. Perspective and Outlook
7. Future Insights on the Structural Design
of 2D-COFs for the Energy Storage
The tailored pores and tunable functionalization aspects of
2D-COF positions them an excellent platform for the development of future energy storage materials. Although the reported
energy storage performances for 2D-COFs are lower than the
commercially used inorganic materials, the structural diversity
and modular futures of 2D-COFs will enable them to close the
gap and eventually make them outperform in the near future.
The diversity of the covalent bonds enables the creation of an
innumerable structures in comparison to the inorganic materials. Thus, the development of new structural designs and synthetic strategies for 2D-COFs can accelerate their devolvement
as future energy storage materials. The construction of highly
conjugated 2D-COFs by alkyne (CC) linkages is one of
such example of the synthetic challenge. Graphyne and graphdiyne are 2D materials constructed from CC and CC
linkages and theoretically predicted to show high electrical
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In this review, we have summarized the literature on using
2D-COFs in electrochemical energy storage, an area that has
seen significant interest recently. In principle, 2D-COFs offer
many advantages as electrode materials for energy storage
devices. These include: 1) ordered π–π stacked arrangement
of their organic building blocks provides a pathway for efficient electronic charge transport; 2) the 2D structure provides
pathway for enhanced ionic diffusion, which enhances ionic
transport; 3) the tunable pore size enables COFs to accommodate mobile ions with different size and charges, making them
suitable for many types of batteries; 4) the ability to functionalize their pores with redox-active species enriches the possible
redox chemistry, and provide a pathway to control the redox
and capacitive contributions to charge storage mechanism;
5) the strong covalently linked framework backbone of COFs
is an additional merit for achieving long cycle life, and stability
against leaching out problem of active molecules in strong
electrolytes as observed in other organic materials applied in
energy storage devices.
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Figure 27. a) Chemical structure of single-unit cell of Tf–DHzOPr COF composite with Ru@CNT via hydrazide-metal coordination and b) schematic
representation of COF-Ru@CNT for CO2 sequestration showing CO2 and Li+-ion pathways. c) Chemical structure of single-unit cell of imine-based COF.
d) Micropore structure of graphene and graphene@COF. e) Micropore structure of graphene@COF before and after CO2 adsorption. a,b) Reproduced
with permission.[150] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. c–e) Reproduced with permission.[151] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

Despite some recent progress, substantial work is still
needed to fully develop 2D-COF-based electrodes for supercapacitor and battery applications. For supercapacitors, the effect
of redox functionalities on voltage window of supercapacitors
still in early stages and should be studied in more detail. Incorporation of multiple redox functionalities in 2D-COF backbone
may broaden the potential-window, which will be beneficial for
designing supercapacitor devices with the high energy density.
Furthermore, the tunable potential window aspect of 2D-COF
electrodes with respect to different functionalities can be made
useful in constructing high performing negative electrodes for
asymmetric supercapacitor devices, which has only limited
number of reported examples.

Figure 28. Proposed structure of conducting ionic 2D-COF for high-rate
supercapacitors or rechargeable metal-ion batteries.
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It is worth to mention that the capacitive performance of
2D-COF electrodes in organic electrolyte is yet to be studied. In
contrast to carbon materials, 2D-COFs possess the ability to be
predesigned, allowing for the construction of 2D-COFs with tunable pore size. Additionally, unlike porous carbons, the microporous 2D-COFs may be effective in hosting and stabilizing bulky
organic ions. Nevertheless, the 2D-COFs conductivity and rate
performance are still low and need to be enhanced. Even though
using the conductive additives can improve the specific capacitance/capacity of 2D-COFs, it can potentially reduce the intrinsic
surface area. Thus, developing 2D-COFs with conductive backbone is of high demand, in order to enhance their performance.
Another important aspect is using linkages, which can help the
effective electron delocalization and the use of aromatic organic
building blocks, which promote efficient π–π interaction between
the adjacent layers, and can be highly beneficial for the synthesis
of conductive 2D-COFs. Recently 2D-COFs with linkages such as
aromatized-imine,[85] sp2 CC, etc.,[60] have explored for its excellent conductivity. Aromatic building blocks such as porphyrin,[153]
phthalocyanine,[154] and tetrathiafulvalene[155] were found to
promote electron transport across the 2D layers. However, the
number of examples is still very limited, therefore further exploration of new conductive linkages and building blocks, promoting
efficient π electron delocalization along the 2D layer and support
π–π stacking in 2D-COFs, is of great importance to advance this
important field. Doping 2D-COFs by external chemical agent
can also be pursued as an effective future strategy in order to
improve the conductivity of 2D-COFs for the electrochemical
applications.[156]
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Energy Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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The rate performance is another important issue, which
needs to be improved in 2D-COF-based supercapacitors.
2D-COFs framework structure are built from the closely stacked
2D layers, bound together by the π–π orbital interaction. The
interlayer spacing between the individual layers of 2D-COFs
are not available for the charge storage as they are closely
packed. Therefore, increasing the interlayer spacing between
the 2D-COF layers will help making these spaces accessible
for the electrolyte ions, which can plausibly improve the rate
performance. This aspect can be understood from the previously reported examples of graphite and graphene. Graphite
does not show significant capacitive charge storage since the
individual layers are tightly packed, however, when the layers
are well separated from each other, it shows good capacitive
charge storage performance. On the other hand, exfoliation of
2D-COFs to few layers was found to be effective in improving
the rate performance. However, so far, the reported exfoliation techniques in 2D-COF layers are not efficient as they yield
only the partial exfoliation of layers. As a result, more efficient
techniques are needed to be developed for the complete exfoliation of 2D-COFs into single layers at atom thickness. One
of the challenges during 2D-COF exfoliation is the possibility
of restacking after the process, which can lead to lowering the
yield of exfoliation and influence the quality of the formed COF
single layer. Designing 2D-ionic COFs for supercapacitor is one
of the solution to overcome this problem. In 2D-ionic COFs,
individual layers bear a certain charge and the counter anion
occupies either at the pores or between interlayers. Therefore,
due to the charge repulsion between the layers, exfoliation of
2D-ionic COFs can be relatively easier. It is worth to mention
that conducting 2D-ionic COFs with intercalated counter ions
are considered to be one of the future candidate for high rate
supercapacitor devices (Figure 28).
The insolubility of 2D-COFs in aqueous and organic electrolyte was the initial key benefit, which makes them a stable
platform for the incorporation of extractive species for RMIB
applications. However, the low density of 2D-COF-based electrodes is considered as an additional merit for achieving high
gravimetric capacity in RMIB. But in order to maximize its full
benefits, it is necessary to incorporate multiple electrochemically
redox-active organic building blocks and minimize the inactive
organic content in the 2D-COF backbone. The electrochemically
inactive organic units can give significant mass contribution to
the gravimetric capacity, which may result in lowering the gravimetric energy density of RMIBs. Similar to supercapacitors, the
low conductivity and rate capability issues are lagging the growth
of 2D-COFs as electrode material RMIBs. As discussed earlier,
devolving new conductive linkages and the utilization of the aromatic redox-active building blocks, which promotes efficient π–π
interaction between 2D-COF layers, are the most demanding
requirement in solving these fundamental issues. In the literature, only limited information is available on the charge storage
mechanism in 2D-COF-based RMIBs. Opportunely, detailed theoretical studies can provide more insights on the charge storage
mechanism in 2D-COF-based RMIBs.
Due to the low abundance of lithium in the earth’s crust and
also due to the safety-related issues, researchers are exploring
new alternatives in RMIBs using the earth-abundant and relatively low-cost metal ions such as Al3+, Ca2+, Zn2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+,
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etc. Even though inorganic 2D materials perform well for LIBs,
their charge storage capacity for multivalent RMIBs is not great.
The low interlayer spacing and the charge balancing issues for
stabilizing the multivalent metal ions are some of the challenges
faced by the inorganic 2D materials in achieving the high specific capacity. 2D-COFs can be regarded as promising candidates
in this area due to many ideally promoting factors such as structure tunability, porosity, and thermal stability. The predesignable nature of 2D-COFs can allow the incorporation of various
organic redox functionalities in their frameworks. The tunable
porosity in 2D-COFs can be further manipulated for maximizing
the electrochemical charge storage capacity. 2D-COFs in general
show high thermal stability as they are constructed by strong
covalent bonds. This thermal stability aspect can promote the
development of thermally stable RMIBs. Inorganic 2D materials
are prone to structural changes or deformation at high temperatures, restricting their wide range of practical applications.
Morphologies and particle size of the electrode materials play
a significant role in improving the specific capacity of RMIBs.
Exfoliated 2D layers were found to be promising for improving
the charge storage capacity of 2D-COF electrodes in LIBs. However, influence of charge storage properties on other types of
morphologies such as nanofibers, nanotubes, nanoflowers,
nanospheres, nanohollow spheres, etc., is still lacking. Oriented
2D-COF crystallites were found to be beneficial in improving
the charge storage performance of supercapacitors, while no
such studies were performed in RMIBs, which is needed. There
is less insight on microdevice fabrication of 2D-COF electrodes
in the open literature, and the development of novel microfabrication techniques for 2D-COFs will help advance 2D-COFbased microbatteries and wearable RMIBs.
Due to their high chemical stability, β-keto-enamine 2D-COFs
were widely explored for RMIBs applications. However other
types of chemically stable 2D-COFs such as sp2 (CC), imide,
and aromatized imine bonds (Hex-Aza, benzothiazole, CTFs,
etc.) were less explored. CTF-COFs were used only for four
types of battery applications. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the conducting Hex-Aza 2D-COFs has been started to be
applied nowadays as battery applications. One can easily understand the categorization for the various applications in RMIBs
by using different types of functional 2D-COFs from Figure 11.
Future research focus should be more on exploring the areas in
RMIBs, which are less studied with functional 2D-COFs having
chemically robust linkages like sp2 (CC), imide, and aromatized imine bonds (Hex-Aza, benzothiazole, CTFs, etc.).
In conclusion, we have presented in this the state-of-the-art
in the field of 2D-COFs and their implementations as electrodes
in the electrochemical energy storage devices. We highlighted
the key accomplishments reported to-date and identified several promising future directions based on the rational deign of
COFs for charge storage applications. We believe these materials can play a significant role in the development of new
energy storage solutions in the near future.
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